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From the Editor-in-Chief
_________________________________________________________________
This is to welcome all the readers, authors and well-wishers of African Journal of Computing & ICT to
Volume 11, Number 3, September 2018 edition. Six (6) regular papers appear in this edition.
The paper by A. Nicki Washington presents a critical survey on the use of drones (a special class of
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV)) to solve specific problems of the African continent. The application
relates to areas such as healthcare, agriculture, archaeology, wild life monitoring and reduction in the
incidence of genocide.
The importance of a good website for academic libraries is underscored by the paper by Fasola P.
Abifarin and Shaka A. Imavah. An academic library is a library which serves the needs of a higher
educational institution, and is usually domiciled in that institution. In the paper, the authors carried out
a performance evaluation of sixteen (16) selected academic library websites in Nigeria based on web
design elements such as availability of navigation tools, font styles, availability of search tool etc. It
was discovered that none of the academic library websites possess all the basic requirements.
The development of a web-based collaborative tool for effective distributed learning in a university
environment is the theme of the paper by Adeyinka Adedoyin, Onungwe J. Obariobe, A. S. Sanni and
Aduragba Tahir. In the paper, the authors presented a framework for using collaboration tools like
yahoo groups, google groups and WhatsApp, irrespective of the email address of the user. This is an
improvement on the present phenomenon in which, for instance, a user can only make use of a yahoo
group if he/she has a yahoo email address.
In their paper, Tinuke Omolewa Oladele, Olajide O. Adeola and Jadesola Adejoke Emmanuel
presented an improved semi-global sequence alignment algorithm for intrusion-detection system. It
was shown, among others, that there is an increase in hit rate and decrease in false positive rate when
compared to an existing semi-global alignment algorithm.
The focus of the paper by M. C. Nwafor, C. C. Okezie and A.C.O. Azubogu is the development of a
multi-layered security architecture for enterprise resource planning (ERP) system. This paper is useful
for mission critical applications. The system uses two levels of security, namely normal password
(encrypt cipher algorithm) and one-time password (OTP) thereby boosting the reliability of the ERP
system.
The last, but certainly not the least, regular paper is on biomedical engineering. The paper focuses on
the suppression of noise encountered during the acquisition of electrocardiogram (ECG), a
phenomenon called electromyography (EMG) noise. An electrocardiogram (ECG) waveform is a
graphical presentation of the heart activity over time. The paper, authored by Abdul Rasak Zubair,
Yusuf Kola Ahmed and Kareem Adeyemi Akande, has important application in the diagnosis of heart
diseases. It eliminates the effect of noise which has the tendency to affect accuracy in the analysis and
diagnosis of diseases.
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Apart from the six regular papers, this edition also features special tributes paid to two distinguished
American scientists, who, in their lifetime, provided direct and indirect support to this journal, African
Journal of Computing & ICT. These scholars are John William McKee (1926 – 2009) of Santa
Barbara, California and Charles Clifton (‘Cliff’) Chancey (1955 – 2013) of Iowa, USA. The tributes
highlight the roles which they respectively paid with respect to the establishment and sustenance of the
journal.
I wish all readers a happy reading. We will always welcome comments and suggestions towards
improving the quality of the journal.

Bamidele (‘Dele) Oluwade,
Editor-in-Chief,
Afr. J. Comp. & ICT,
ISSN 2006-1781
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A Survey of Drone Use for Socially Relevant
Problems: Lessons from Africa
A. Nicki Washington
209 Thurmond Building, Winthrop University,
Rock Hill, SC 29733,
USA
Email: washingtonn@winthrop.edu

ABSTRACT

The predicted increase in commercial drone usage in the U.S. by 2021 has presented new opportunities to solve
challenging problems where factors such as infrastructure, accessibility, and finances prohibit traditional solutions.
While the U.S. and other countries across the globe research how drones can be used to solve these problems,
countries in Africa are leading the current state of the technology through various efforts across the continent that
provide critical solutions to socially relevant problems that directly impact people, wildlife, and the environment. In
this study, we identify current drone implementations in Africa and current and proposed drone implementations in
non-African countries. Given the much greater use of drones in Africa, we discuss the benefits and challenges to
drone use, including the factors leading to Africa’s many successes. Finally, the lessons learned are used to identify
important considerations for the U.S. and other countries seeking to successfully leverage drone technology.
Keywords: Drones, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), Humanitarian Drone Testing Corridor, socially relevant

problems
_________________________________________________
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The U.S. Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
predicted that as many as 1.6 million commercial drones
will be in use in the country by 2021 [28]. This presents
opportunities to leverage technology to solve critical
problems nationwide as well as globally that affect
people, wildlife, and the environment. While the FAA has
relaxed some drone restrictions in recent years, there are
still regulations that limit their use in the country.

I. INTRODUCTION

Drones are unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) that are
deployed in environments where manned flights are too
dangerous, difficult, or expensive. They have gained
increasing attention in recent years as a viable alternative
to many problems where traditional solutions are
prohibited due to infrastructure, economic, and other
factors. While originally developed for military use,
drones have expanded from intelligence, surveillance, and
reconnaissance applications (where manned flights were
too dangerous or incapable of traveling) to commercial
and recreational purposes.

While the U.S. and much of the western world research
the possible applications of drones, African countries
have already successfully demonstrated their use for
various non-military and non-commercial solutions to
socially relevant problems. These efforts not only provide
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critical services, but also serve as an example for
countries such as the U.S. on how to effectively leverage
the technology.

result, these UAVs are capable of vertical takeoff and
landing (VTOL), hovering, and maneuvering in small
areas. They are also easy to deploy and operate, as they
require a minimal space for takeoffs and landings.
However, the functionality of rotary-wing UAVs is more
complex, which leads to several disadvantages. More
complex functionality means that the operation and
maintenance of these UAVs are expensive. In addition,
they have a limited travel distance and speed. As such,
their flight time averages between 10-15 min. Finally,
they are more prone to environmental factors, such as rain
and wind. As a result, rotary-wing UAVs are best used for
applications that involve inspections, precision
movement, and maintaining a visual on a specific target
for an extended time.

In this study, we highlight the various non-commercial
applications of drones throughout Africa. Specific
emphasis is placed on non-commercial applications, as
these provide clear roadmaps for how western countries
can maximize the impact of the technology for socially
relevant problems. This research seeks to identify how
and where drones have been most successfully used. It
was also important to understand why African countries
have been able to successfully leverage this new
technology well before other countries and what lessons
could be learned from their results.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
section 2, we define drones and classify the various types.
In section 3, we first discuss the applications of drones in
African countries, followed by the applications in nonAfrican countries. In section 4, we discuss the reasons for
Africa’s leading edge in drone use, as well as the benefits
and challenges of the technology. In section 5, we present
future considerations for western countries to consider for
global drone adoption, based on the successes and lessons
learned throughout Africa. Finally, section 6 concludes
the paper.

Fixed-wing UAVs operate similar to airplanes, where a
pair of wings connected to the fuselage creates lift. Their
build is much less complex than rotary-wing UAVs,
which makes them much cheaper to operate and maintain.
In addition, their ability to glide allows for flight even
when there is no power. These UAVs are also less
impacted by environmental factors such as rain and wind,
and they can sustain longer flight times averaging 90-120
min. However unlike rotary-wings, fixed-wing UAVs
cannot remain stationary. Because of this, they also
require a runway or landing strip for takeoffs and
landings, which ultimately require more knowledge and
skills to conduct than rotary-wing UAVs. Fixed-wing
UAVs are most appropriate for applications that involve
aerial surveys of large geographical areas or delivery of
large payloads over longer distances.

II. DRONE/UAV CLASSIFICATIONS
Depending on the organization, UAVs are classified into a
number of categories based on size, range, and capacity.
While U.S. organizations such as the Department of
Defense, National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
and North Atlantic Treaty Organization may use different
naming conventions, the weight requirements remain
relatively consistent. In this study, we classify drones
according to the names and associated weight limits
defined for UAVs by the U.S. Department of Defense for
UAVs in Table 1 [14].

Whether rotary- or fixed-wing, the affordability and ease
of transport of small UAVs makes them the most
applicable to solving many problems worldwide. As such,
the focus of this study is on the use of small UAVs
(hereafter referred to as drones) for various humanitarian,
wildlife, and environmental solutions.
III. SUCCESSFUL APPLICATIONS OF DRONES

Small UAVs (more commonly referred to as mini- or
micro-UAVs) are limited to a range of visual line of sight
(VLOS) to 100 kilometers. Most commercial UAVs are
classified in this category and range in price from $100 to
over $100,000. Due to size limitations, micro-UAVs can
be small enough to be carried via backpack or by one or
two people.

3.1. Applications of Drones in African Countries
Drones have been proposed or successfully used
throughout Africa to solve problems in a number of areas,
including:
 Healthcare
 Population and wildlife monitoring
 Agriculture
 Archaeology
 Genocide prevention

Small UAVs can be further categorized as rotary- or
fixed-wing, as shown in Table 2 [11]. Rotary-wing UAVs
have lift generated by wings rotating around a mast. As a
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Each of these applications is discussed in more detail
below.

process is to mate the sterile flies with non-sterile ones,
thereby reproducing more sterile flies and ultimately
eradicating the Tsete fly and disease.

3.1.1. Healthcare
Drones are used to provide critical life-saving aid
(including medicine, food, water, and supplies) to remote
areas in Africa where adequate facilities are not present or
travel by foot and/or car is too long. In Rwanda, SanFrancisco-based Zipline partnered with the Rwandan
health ministry to deliver blood to hospitals where
traditional medical supply lines are currently unreachable
[9, 13, 17]. The company accepts orders for blood via
web, text, phone, and What’sApp, which are then
delivered via drones and dropped to awaiting recipients at
each hospital using attached parachutes. In 2017, the
service delivered more than 5,500 units of blood to a
network of 12 hospitals using 15 UAVs. This network has
successfully delivered life-saving aid to over 5 million
people, thereby reducing maternal deaths due to blood
loss from childbirth and malaria-induced anemia (which
has higher occurrences in children). This work will soon
expand to Tanzania, where 120 drones will provide
supplies to 1,000 clinics serving approximately 10 million
people. In Malawi, Ghana, and Madagascar, HIV test kits,
birth control, condoms, medical supplies, TB tests, and
blood and DNA samples are delivered to and from rural
areas to base stations in more urban areas [1, 8]. These
efforts have significantly improved healthcare and quality
of life for many residents across the countries, especially
women. Most recently, drones were used to identify
cholera hotspots in Malawi’s capital of Lilongwe.

3.1.3. Agriculture
Desertification threatens close to 70% of Sudan’s
agricultural land due to decades of drought and
deforestation [5]. The effects of climate change due to
deforestation mean that a large majority of Sudan will
eventually become uninhabitable if significant and
intentional actions are not taken to address it. To combat
this threat, drone solutions were developed to first plant
Acacia tree seeds from the sky and then conduct plant
health assessments via remote sensing. Acacia tree roots
stop sand movement, which in turn thwarts the
devastation of homes and farmland. Researchers and other
non-government organizations can also more closely
monitor the impact of these efforts using drone
technologies than traditional ground efforts. In Mauritius
as well, crops are closely monitored via drones to detect
issues such as water shortages and pest infestation,
thereby allowing farmers to reduce crop losses and
maximize harvests. In Kenya and Tanzania, drones are
being researched as a means to digitize the countries’ land
information systems [15, 16]. In Senegal, they are
leveraged as a means to identify grazing and watering
areas for the Fulani mobile livestock producers [4].
3.1.4. Archaeology
The ability of drones to provide aerial views of the
topography has encouraged their use for detecting,
mapping, and viewing archaeological sites in the Yoruba
civilization of Nigeria [5]. Drones were used to identify
sites for excavations much better, faster, cheaper, and
exhaustively than ground-based efforts.

3.1.2. Population and Wildlife Monitoring
In an effort to combat the poaching of endangered rhinos
and elephants, South African rangers and the Namibian
Defence Force fly eco-drones that use satellite imagery,
predictive analysis, and hidden cameras over game
reserves to monitor animal activity and predict, locate,
and track suspected poachers [12, 20, 32]. Eco-drones are
also used to monitor the impact of climate change and
deforestation, as well as migration patterns on both land
and marine animals. In Morocco, illegal maritime
activities and oil spills are also tracked and monitored
using drones [5].

3.1.5. Genocide Prevention
Drones can also be used to assist global humanitarian
efforts to reduce and eliminate human genocide, which
still plagues many areas, including Sudan, Nigeria,
Kenya, and parts of Asia, including Burma, Syria, Sri
Lanka, and Kyrgyzstan [35]. The Sentinel Project
proposes to use drones to predict when and where
atrocities are most likely to occur, reduce the risk of
occurrences, and work with communities to increase
resilience and reduce the impact of them [28]. Drones
could also be used to identify exact locations of atrocities,
document ongoing ones, and provide early warnings,
thereby improving the reaction time to impending
atrocities.

In Ethiopia, the Tsete fly is responsible for transmitting
sleeping sickness, which results in significant human,
animal, and agricultural losses [2, 20, 23]. The Ethiopian
government currently works with private organizations to
utilize the sterile insect technique to eradicate the fly
population. Using drones, sterile Tsete flies are released
into specific regions on a weekly basis. The goal of this
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regulations on civilian drone usage has made it possible
for individuals to assist in SAR efforts in their local
communities [18]. However, there are still requirements
for private operators to use their drones for emergency
response efforts, which may hinder their ability to quickly
assist in efforts.

3.2. Applications of Drones in Non-African Countries
Majority of the non-commercial applications of drones in
non-African countries have focused on first response to
natural disasters. However, following the success of the
many efforts in Africa, countries are now researching
larger applications that emulate some of the
aforementioned ones.

3.2.2. Healthcare
In Switzerland, Matternet partnered with the Swiss Post to
create a permanent autonomous drone network that
delivers medical supplies in Lugano, Bern, Zurich, and
other cities [19]. In Sweden, drones carrying automated
external defibrillators (which send an electrical shock to
heart of patients in cardiac arrest) were shown to reduce
the response time to out-of-hospital cardiac arrest victims
in rural areas, when compared with emergency medical
services on the ground [6].

3.2.1. Natural Disasters
According to the United Nations Office for Disaster Risk
Reduction, natural disasters have affected over 3 billion
people worldwide, causing approximately 1.2 million
deaths and $1.7 trillion in damages [10, 30]. The Haiti and
Nepal earthquakes, Japan and Indian Ocean tsunamis, and
most recently Hurricane Maria each caused severe
damage, killing thousands and destroying property
throughout. The most immediate need for emergency
responders following a natural disaster is situational
awareness. Without proper assessment of and accessibility
to damaged areas, resources such as food, water, and
other life-saving measurements and activities are delayed
[3]. This makes the first 24-72 hours following a disaster
the most critical for life-saving missions.

3.2.3. Active Shooter Response
With the increasing occurrence of mass shooting incidents
in the U.S., many researchers are advocating the use of
drones to help prevent and respond to these incidents [24].
Drones could be deployed at major events, especially
those outdoors, to provide additional surveillance
capabilities. This would help law enforcement better
identify potential shooters and, should an incident occur,
researchers propose that drones can be used to distract or
assist in disarming active shooters. In cities like Boston,
law enforcement officials are also researching the use of
surveillance drones and facial recognition software to
capture 24-hour footage on suspects, similar to
surveillance cameras [25]. Unlike surveillance cameras or
CCTVs (which are currently implemented in many cities
throughout the U.S.), the use of drones would allow for
better coverage of areas, due to their mobility. Current
technologies are stationary, which can provide limited
surveillance based on the stationary camera’s coverage
area. Movable drones would provide wider and more
accurate coverage for use by law enforcement officials.

Drones have been successfully used to assist in various
time-critical emergency response efforts where manned
aircrafts are too expensive or large to be useful [18] and
are also proposed in new areas.
Data Collection and Observation-One of the most
immediate uses of drones is to better assess the extent of
the damage following a natural disaster, which cannot be
easily determined via ground efforts. This includes
providing images and videos of difficult or impossible to
reach areas (such as damaged infrastructure and blocked
roads), as well as any continued monitoring of impeding
weather-related threats. While these were previously
accomplished using manned aircrafts and satellite
information, this was often expensive and lengthy in time,
two factors that hinder first response efforts.

IV.
AFRICA’S
TECHNOLOGY

Search and Rescue (SAR)-Increasing research is focused
on the use of drones for search and rescue (SAR) efforts
across the globe. The European Union funded several
SAR projects, including the SHERPA project, which
developed ground and aerial robots to assist in alpine
SAR [7, 27, 33]. The ICARUS project was also created to
provide unmanned technologies for both urban and
maritime SAR efforts. The goals of the ICARUS project
were to reduce slow deployment times and increase
integration and collaboration between unmanned devices.
In the U.S., new Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)

IMPACT

ON

DRONE

One of the major reasons that drone use has exploded in
Africa is that governments identify the advantages and are
more accepting of it across various industries, as opposed
to the strict regulations in western countries. Governments
are more willing to test new technologies, especially when
they have the potential to significantly impact the country.
In 2017, the Government of Malawi and UNICEF
partnered to create the Humanitarian Drone Testing
Corridor, the world’s largest test area designed to explore
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the development and use of drones for humanitarian
efforts. The area spans over 5000 sq. km and up to 400 m
above ground level, and provides opportunities for
industry, universities, and others to safely explore how
drones can be leveraged to provide relief and deliver
services to underserved and hard to reach areas of the
country [22, 31].

This resorts in many of the leading drone developers and
researchers in the U.S. searching for areas where the
technology can not only be properly tested outside of the
country, but also implemented to solve real problems.
Given the legal and ethical limitations of the U.S., many
of the advancements experienced in Africa will be
unavailable in the U.S. until regulations are updated to
allow more drones to travel beyond VLOS to deliver
goods and services.

The corridor focuses on three major areas: 1) generating
and analyzing images for development during
humanitarian crises; 2) exploring the use of drones for
extending Wi-Fi or cellular signals across difficult terrain,
including emergencies; and 3) delivering small, lowweight supplies (e.g. medicine, vaccines, and samples)
[31].

4.1. Benefits of Drones
Given the various global applications of drones, there are
several clear advantages they provide, when compared
with manned aircrafts.
Accessibility- Drones have provided ease of accessibility
to difficult to access or inaccessible areas, including
remote villages and rural areas. For healthcare-related
applications, this has provided technological, medical, and
other related life-saving aid to individuals who may not
otherwise receive it. It also provides vantage points that
are difficult or impossible to obtain from individuals on
the ground with limited line-of-sight, or manned aircrafts,
which are too large.

Many drone development companies, especially those in
the U.S., recognize and appreciate the opportunity to fully
implement their products, especially when they are used
to directly impact citizens, wildlife, and the environment.
As Zipline CEO Keller Rinaudo noted, “…It’s more about
the countries with modern regulatory reform and
willingness to try new things” [17].
In Tanzania, permits from the aviation authority and
minister of defense are required to operate drones. In
addition, all drones must remain below the altitude of and
an adequate distance from traditional planes to ensure
safety and maneuverability. Other countries such as South
Africa and Kenya are developing legal frameworks to
closely control the use of drones. However, these
restrictions are minimal compared to the numerous
restrictions in place in the U.S. As long as the
aforementioned requirements are met, the use of drones is
acceptable for smaller, non-commercial and non-military
applications.

Faster Response Times-Drones in Sweden can fly up to
approximately 75 km/h within a six-mile radius,
delivering automated external defibrillators 16 minutes
faster than emergency medical services in rural areas [6].
Zipline drones in Rwanda can travel up to 96 km/h within
a six-mile radius [35]. Given the poor road conditions in
the country, the response time for delivering blood
supplies is reduced from up to four hours by car to 20
minutes via drones. Since blood spoils quickly, these
faster response times inevitably mean better treatment for
patients and increased survival rates.

A significant limitation in the U.S. is the restriction to
visual line of sight (VLOS) [26]. If this remains a
requirement for current and future operations, then travel
distances will remain significantly less than the maximum
capabilities of Zipline drones, for example. The
bureaucracy of the FAA does not lend itself to rapid
technological development, which results in slower
acceptance of drone usage in the U.S [34]. Currently,
companies can apply for special exemptions [1].
However, these exemptions are mostly limited to large
commercial
organizations.
While
technological
development of drones still continues in the U.S.,
particularly in Silicon Valley, the application of the
technologies lags significantly behind.

Inexpensive- Drones are much less expensive than
manned aircrafts, allowing for easier deployment in
remote areas across the globe. Matternet announced that
each drone and automated base station will be leased
monthly for $2,000 each [13]. This is expected to save
Swiss hospitals as much as 40% of their current monthly
costs of on-demand delivery. The availability of drones at
various price points means that even emergency response
efforts can be implemented at much cheaper costs than
those requiring the use of manned aircrafts.
Community Collaboration-While the use of drones is still
prohibited for civilian use in many countries, new
advancements and opportunities will make it possible for
individuals to own and operate drones to aid in many of
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the aforementioned efforts. In the U.S., the FAA
regulations on recreational drone usage have made it
possible for individual citizens to help in some limited
SAR efforts [21]. As more regulations on recreational
drone usage are enacted around the globe, the ability to
incorporate local citizens into humanitarian, wildlife, and
emergency response efforts will continue to grow.

experienced have been approximately 75 minutes. This
requires careful planning to reach the maximum number
of recipients as possible.
Government Regulations-As the use of drones continues
to grow for both recreational and non-recreational
purposes, countries are forced to address concerns
regarding safety and liability. More urban areas face
stricter regulations on drone usage, as airspace must
typically be shared with manned aircrafts. Many countries
have regulations prohibiting the operation of drones
within a certain distance of airports and other areas that
may impede on government-related efforts. However,
with the growing applicability of drones to solve a
number of the aforementioned efforts, proper regulations
must be enacted that allow for safe use of drones. While
there may never be a single framework that works for
every government, it’s imperative that each country
identify and create the appropriate regulation that ensures
the introduction of the technology in a safe and legal
manner.

4.2. Challenges to Drones
While there are numerous benefits to using drones, there
are still significant challenges to address as well.
National Responsibility Concerns-There are growing
concerns that the successful launch of drone projects in
certain parts of the world will reduce nations’
accountability for providing citizens with adequate
resources, including infrastructure. As with many new
technologies, there is the possibility of dependence on the
technology instead of properly addressing the problems
that the technology helped to reduce or eradicate. For
example, the introduction of Zipline drones for critical
blood supply deliveries helped to address the issues
associated with extremely difficult, if not impossible
vehicle delivery in Rwanda due to bad road conditions
and difficult routes (including rainy seasons). Solutions
such as Zipline should not remove or reduce government
responsibilities to provide adequate infrastructure and
resources to citizens. Instead, they should serve as a
supplement to aid citizens while nationwide
improvements are implemented.

Privacy Concerns-The amount of information that can be
captured by small drones can present privacy concerns for
local citizens. This is especially true for humanitarian
efforts, where sensitive information may be captured. This
will also require properly educating citizens on drone
technology, including the information that is gathered and
what it is used for. This requires governments to properly
engage communities prior to full deployment of drone
solutions.

Properly Trained Operators-Proper usage of drones
requires an adequate number of trained/authorized onsite
operators [18] at the base stations, at a minimum. This
challenge presents a unique opportunity to not only train
but also employ local citizens with the requisite skills to
scale the technology throughout the region and country.
This also presents an opportunity to introduce more
science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM)based activities into local schools.

Limited Time-to-Deployment-Many of the aforementioned
efforts that successfully used drones required the aircrafts
to be immediately deployed. For search and rescue
efforts, this requires having first responders available with
the necessary equipment to quickly deploy drones
immediately following a natural disaster. While this may
be easier to accomplish in some situations, damaged
infrastructure for example may not warrant this as easily.
For proposed efforts involving disarming active shooter
situations, this requires both law enforcement officials to
not only be available before an incident, it also requires
those officials to have the aircrafts with them and the
requisite training to deploy them in a fast enough time to
address an active shooter.

Equipment Loss or Damage-Varying weather conditions,
operator errors, or equipment malfunctions are not
uncommon for drones and can result in lost or damaged
equipment. Inoperable equipment reduces the number of
successful deliveries and should be properly planned for.
Limited Distances and Weight Capacities-The size and
maximum flight times of drones limit the distance they
can travel and amount of goods they can properly
transport. Most drones discussed in the aforementioned
efforts are less than 25 lbs. and the maximum flight times
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V. CONSIDERATIONS FOR FUTURE DRONE
USAGE WORLDWIDE

5.4. Redundancy
Proper planning must include funding for redundancy.
Since drones can be easily damaged, replacement
equipment must be available to ensure adequate service is
still provided with minimal downtime.

As drone usage continues to grow worldwide, a number
of considerations must be addressed to ensure the proper
and safe use of this technology.

5.5. Community of Practice
Developing a community of practice that identifies best
practices across the world is needed to help further guide
countries developing regulatory frameworks and drone
developers and users. While there are small initiatives
based on specific applications of drones, a larger
community of practice that encompasses all applications
and the best practices within each application and overall
should be considered to help easily guide new
governments, agencies, developers, and researchers
looking to enter the field.

5.1. Regulatory Framework
Each country must determine the appropriate legal and
regulatory framework that ensures safe and ethical
operation of drones in their country. This includes noninterference with commercial and government aerial
vehicles, as well as ensuring the protection of citizens’
privacy. This may require the use of special exemptions
that are applied in instances such as first response and
humanitarian efforts in emergency situations, to allow for
all available and qualified drone operators (including
private citizens) to assist.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
5.2. Community Engagement
Part of the regulatory framework must define how drone
usage will ensure citizens’ rights to privacy [34].
However, this work will still require active engagement
with the public to ensure that citizens fully understand
how their privacy is maintained and build trust in the use
of drones in non-emergency settings especially. In
addition to this engagement, there is a significant
opportunity for governments to help train and prepare
citizens to become drone operators. This includes creating
science, technology, engineering, and mathematics
(STEM)-based curriculum and educational opportunities
in local schools. This also presents opportunities to train
adults to become operators at base stations, allowing for
the expansion across countries.

As the non-military use of drones continues to increase,
countries and governments are exploring the applications
of the technology to solve critical problems in a number
of areas. However, countries in Africa have led the
successful implementation of drones to provide socially
relevant solutions to problems that span a wide range of
areas. Given less stringent regulations and more
government partnerships with leading drone development
companies (including designating testing areas for drone
research), Africa has provided a blueprint for how the rest
of the world can leverage this technology to solve relevant
problems that benefit citizens, wildlife, and the
environment.
Following the successful implementations across Africa,
many countries across the world are now looking to
replicate these efforts to provide better services to
citizens, including the U.S. and several in Europe. While
there are a number of advantages to drone use, there are
also a number of challenges to consider and properly
address. Careful consideration of the limitations and how
to best address these prior to nationwide drone
implementations will help governments ensure that the
technology can be properly exploited while minimizing
safety risks, costs, and privacy concerns.

5.3. Partnerships
Governments must form partnerships with companies
developing drone technology across the world. While
large organizations such as Lockheed Martin, Boeing, and
Northrup Grumman have led drone development for
military efforts, many smaller companies such as Zipline,
Matternet, GoPro, and Parrot are currently developing and
implementing solutions across the world that leverage
small drones to solve socially relevant problems. Proper
partnerships must also include other agencies,
universities, and researchers focused on humanitarian,
environmental, and wildlife efforts. These partnerships
will help to drive innovation in drone development and
usage in each of the aforementioned areas.
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Appendix
Table 1. UAV Classifications
Maximum

Normal

Gross Takeoff

Operating

Weight (lbs)

Altitude
(ft)

9

Small

0-20

< 1200

Medium

21-55

< 3500

Large

< 1320

< 18,000

Larger

> 1320

< 18,000
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Table 2. Comparison of Rotary- and Fixed-wing UAVs.

Type

Advantages

Disadvantages

Examples

Rotary-wing



Vertical takeoff and



Complex build

Black Hornet

landing



Shorter distances

CyPhy PARC



Ability to hover



Slower speeds

Saab Skeldar



Easy and quick to



Expensive repairs and

deploy


operational costs

Easy navigation in
closely contained areas



Small landing space
needed

Fixed-wing



Simpler, less complex



Can’t remain stationary

Parrot Disco

build



Runway/landing strip

KKMOOM F949

required

Hubsan H301S Spy Hawk



Ability to glide



Longer flight times



Less impacted by



More knowledgeable
operators required

environment


Cheaper maintenance
and operational costs
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ABSTRACT

Users are beginning to yearn that the academic library website becomes a replacement for the block and mortar
libraries. The goal of the research was to evaluate academic library websites in Nigeria against recommended web
design elements and use the outcome to rank the sites in the order of their performance on the availability scale.
Sixteen (16) academic library websites selected were those identifiable, findable and verified to be available over a
period of one month. The heuristic inspection method was adopted for the study. A designer’s checklist comprising
47 web design elements (4 identification details, 5 primary web elements, 18 web design features and 20 web content
elements derived from the literature) was used for the investigation. Each academic library was evaluated against the
checklist and available items were recorded as 1(Yes/Available) and 0(No/Not available). The performance on the
availability scale was used to rank the academic library websites. The research revealed that many of the items
verified were available on the academic library websites. However, the researchers did not find name of webmaster
and e-mail address of 9 and 11 academic library websites respectively; search tool, contact address and location
information could not be found on a number of academic library websites; most of the primary web elements were
available and placed on the top left and centre left of the homepages while web design features and web content
elements were available in various degrees on the websites. On the availability index, American University of Nigeria
Library, Yola was ranked 1 with availability index of 78.72 while Bayero University Kano Library was ranked 16
with availability index of 31.91. It was concluded that none of the academic library websites had all items verified. It
was recommended that all the academic library websites should review their website design regularly so that they can
be up to date on the availability of recommended web design elements.
Keywords: Design evaluation; Design elements availability index; Design elements availability ranking; Academic

library websites.
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library websites over the block and mortar counterparts
make them a source of information on the go and without
registration of presence at the physical location of the
libraries. University library websites are expected to
perform all the services rendered by the block and mortar

I. INTRODUCTION

University library websites have sprung up all over the
world wide web as they become an extension of the block
and mortar fixed libraries. The several advantages of
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libraries and maintain high fidelity with user so that they
can be well served. The university library websites were
therefore expected to be designed with such
considerations in mind. The implementation of such
purpose- designed websites should be seen as a useful
contribution in making library services available to
clients.
In doing this, designers are expected to comply or adhere
to guidelines and principles provided by experts and
practitioners to guide the design of the library websites.
These principles and guidelines, derived from theory and
practice can help deliver standard and usable websites.
Evaluating the design of university library websites will
assist in discovering design errors, pinpointing areas
requiring redesign, maintenance or improvement so that
library users can be better served.
Website usability is linked to user centered design
principles and guidelines. A website may be usable if it is
designed strictly and in accordance with these principles
and guidelines. The goal of usability will be better served
by regularly evaluating the design of websites through inhouse or commissioned efforts, but this is also an area of
research which has become popular in the digital age.
The researchers are of the view that conducting a research
in this area serves the need of scholarship and enhance the
beauty of practice as university libraries can look up areas
of deficiency in their websites and remedy them for the
benefit of their users.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The following research questions guided the study:
1. What are the names of academic libraries in
Nigeria with functional websites?
2. What identification details are available on
academic library websites in Nigeria?
3. What primary web elements are available on
academic library websites in Nigerian and how
are they presented?
4. What web design features are available on
academic library websites in Nigeria?
5. What web contents are available on academic
library websites in Nigeria?
6. What is the rate of availability of web design
elements on academic library websites in
Nigeria?
7. How do academic library websites in Nigeria
rank on the availability of web design elements?
II. REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Web design is the process of creating websites [1]. Web
design is the process of creating, with the intention of
presenting the content on electronic web pages which the
end users can access through the internet with the help of
a browser [2]. Web design means planning, creating and
updating of the website [3].
Website design comprises several aspects including
webpage layout, content production and graphical design.
Website design involves information architecture, website
structure, user interface, navigation ergonomics, website
layout, color contrasts, fonts and imagery (photography)
as well as icon design. All these combined together to
form websites. In classical terms, design describes the
visual appearance of a website though in reality, it
includes other things that simplify using of websites and
help to find information faster as can be seen from the
components and tasks. Web designers also consider the
site's audience, function and traffic to specific sections
when deciding designs [4].

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
The objectives of the study are:
1. identify academic libraries in Nigeria with
functional websites.
2. identify web design elements recommended for
academic library websites.
3. determine the availability of recommended web
design elements on academic library websites in
Nigeria
4. identify the web design features that are
available on academic library websites in
Nigeria.
5. ascertain the web contents available on academic
library websites in Nigeria
6. rate the academic library websites in Nigeria on
the availability of recommended web design
elements.
7. rank the academic library websites in Nigeria in
accordance to their performance on availability
of recommended website elements.

Websites are known to be created using a markup
language called hypertext markup language (HTML). The
use of HTML tags assists web designers to define the
content and metadata of each web page while cascading
style sheets (CSS) define the layout and appearance
within the webpage. Most websites include a combination
of HTML and CSS that defines how each page will
appear in a browser. While HTML and CSS are used to
design the look and feel of a website, graphic designers
must create images separately for use on the web.
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Library websites are created using the same process and
they have grown astronomically in recent times as a result
of the need to maintain web presence and provide an
alternative avenue to be useful to their clients.

The world wide web probably commenced
implementation before its activities could be brought
under general principles. So, there were disparate
approaches to the design and implementation of websites
as can be seen from Nielsen and Tahir [7] who
deconstructed 50 such websites and found majority of the
websites failed the design test. This 113-item design
guideline for homepage usability popularised by Nielsen
[8] is probably the most definitive work on this subject.
Nielsen’s principles and guidelines of web design have
become a common feature in the literature and in many
cases leading to the development of standards and
checklists that can be used to evaluate websites. For
example, McClement and Becker [9], wrote web page
standards for college and research libraries, Raward [10]
developed a checklist for best practice design principles
for academic library website and Wijayaratne and Singh
[11] came up with a checklist and evaluative instrument
for academic library websites.

Why Evaluate Websites?
The major interest in evaluating websites is to identify
usability problems or obtain usability measures by
assessing the extent to which usability objectives have
been achieved (summative evaluation). It may also be
used to improve the usability of the product as part of
design development (formative evaluation). Since
websites are designed to attract traffic to them and enable
users to carry out relevant tasks with ease, there is always
a need to evaluate websites to ensure that usability
objectives continue to be met.
There are a variety of methods for evaluating websites
usability. Certain methods use data gathered from users
(Inquiry methods) while others rely on usability experts
(Cognitive modeling and Inspection methods). Inquiry
methods like task analysis, focus groups, questionnaire
and surveys are used for collecting qualitative data from
users. Since evaluation is geared towards identifying
usability problem, users centered design guidelines
(heuristics) may be incorporated with inquiry methods to
perform the evaluation. Heuristic evaluation is a usability
engineering method for finding and assessing usability
problem in a user interface design as part of the
interaction design process. Heuristics also called
guidelines, are general principles and rule of the thumb
that can guide design decisions and can be used to
evaluate the design website.

Since these guidelines, principles, checklists came into the
scene, their application has been on a steady rise. Several
research efforts in the evaluation of academic library
websites using the derived checklists or their
modifications have been identified in the literature. Tian
[12] evaluated top rank Chinese university libraries using
a design checklist to create webometric data which were
analysed to rank them, Shukla and Tripathi [13]
established content awareness criteria for academic
library websites, Solomon [14] used Nielsen and Tahir [7]
to evaluate the websites of Ohio Public libraries and
grouped them according to their performance on Pass,
Failed and Not Applicable grade. Chou, Bridges and
Commander [15] examined the design, layout, content,
site management and usability of 1,469 academic and
public libraries in 50 states of USA using recommended
guidelines and found a common trend for homepage
design.

Nielsen and Molich [5] have developed a short list of
general heuristics, developed and tested a procedure for
using them to evaluate a design. Since Nielsen and
Molich’s nine-point heuristics, the web is awash with
heuristics, derived of course from the personal experience
of web developers, interface designers, programmers, for
evaluating every aspect of websites from home page, task
orientation, navigation and information architecture, trust
and credibility to forms and data entry [6].

Mohamadesmaeil and Koohbaanani [16] developed an
exploratory checklist and using 11 evaluation criteria and
160 components evaluated Iran National Library websites,
they recommended that design should be based on
library’s major aim- information retrieval and rendering
public information services.

In addition to the above, graphic design principles from
Human-Computer Interaction are also being used in
guiding website design and consequently evaluation.
Merged for use in a design, using these principles can
provide the user experience needed to access and use a
website.

Thorpe and Lukes [17], and Becker [18] have used the
checklist approach in evaluating library website and in the
process unearthed issues for fixing, maintenance and
redesign as the case may be.
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Review of Empirical Studies
Library websites design, analysis of content and form and
usability evaluation received good mentions in the
literature. In the first category is the work of HarpelBurke [19] who compared library homepages of mediumsized universities with commercial homepages using
Nielsen and Tahir [7] guidelines. The authors found that
commercial homepages were livelier than library
homepages. In the second category are studies relating to
content and form analysis of library websites. Cohen and
Still [20] compared the content, functionality and form of
a research university and a two–year college library
websites and found that the former had better content, was
more functional and had more copious use of forms than
the latter. Michalec [21] did a content analysis of art
library websites; Mohammed, Aminu and Umar [22]
analysed the contents of university library websites in
Nigeria and found that general information about selected
university library services, physical holdings were
inadequate and recommended improved library content on
websites, development and enhancement of curriculum in
library schools to include web design among others.
Gbaje and Kotso [23] analysed the contents of academic
library websites in Nigeria and found that more than 50%
did not have a dedicated website and were accessible only
through their institutional homepages, 46% provided
access to OPAC and had navigation available. Quatab and
Mahmood [24] also analysed the content of library
websites in Pakistan and found that they lacked
uniformity and often missed important features.

III. METHOD
The Library Website Design Evaluation(LWDE) checklist
was developed through an extensive literature survey. The
checklist consists of the following 5 sections:
Section 1:

Section 2:

Section 3:

Section 4:

General information about the library
website being evaluated e.g. Name of
Library, Uniform Resource Locator
(URL), webmaster, e-mail address.
Organisation and presentation of five
web elements e.g. Library name and
logo, search box, main navigation tool,
library location information, library
contact information
Eighteen (18) recommended website
features adapted from Raward [10],
Solomon [14], Neal and Herzig [27] and
Jasek [28] like navigation tools, search
tools, tag line, site map etc.
Twenty (20) types of library web
content elements recommended in the
literature [10,14,27,28, 29,30] like
location information, link to OPAC,
library hours, library news, library
service etc.

Universities, Polytechnics and Colleges of Education with
library websites were used for the study. Names of such
institutions were obtained from National Universities
Commission, National Board for Technical Education and
National Commission for Colleges of Education and used
to search their web addresses. The researchers selected
only those academic library websites that were
identifiable, findable and continuously available for
browsing and access for a month. The websites were
inspected for available web elements with 0 or 1 used to
denote No/Not Available and Yes/Available respectively
Data obtained was tabulated and percentages were used as
a means of evaluating the design. Academic library
websites in Nigeria were rated according to their
performance on the availability index formula as follows:
Availability index=100 * (Total Yes/Available
Answers)/Total Yes/Available + No/Not Available
Answers). The performance rating was expressed as
follows: 70+ (Excellent), 60-69 (Good), 50-59 (Average),
40-49(Fair), 1-39 (Poor). The academic library websites
were also ranked in order of performance on the
availability index from 1 to 16, 1 being the academic

The navigation tools of 41 academic health science library
websites studied by Brower [25] showed similarity in the
tools used. Academic library websites in Malaysia were
evaluated by Lee and Teh [26] and they discovered they
only provided general information and concluded that
libraries had not come up to expectation as virtual
expressions of the quality levels of academic libraries.
From the review of empirical literature, there is need to
see evaluation of academic library websites as a necessary
exercise for improving on service delivery. This research
was conducted with academic libraries that have
functional and dedicated websites rather than websites
accessed via the homepage of their parent institutions
using design elements generally recommended in the
literature. A better insight is expected to be provided
about the level of compliance of academic library
websites in Nigeria.
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library website with the best performance on the
availability index and rank 16 being the lowest.

Navigation tool was located at the top centre of the
homepage of ten university library websites (Lib1, Lib4,
Lib5, Lib7, Lib8, Lib9, Lib11, Lib13, Lib14 and Lib15)
while four (Lib6, Lib10, Lib12, and Lib16) had it at the
top left, and one each had it at top right (Lib2) and top
right and top left (Lib3) respectively.

IV. RESULTS
Availability of identification information on academic
library websites in Nigeria
The results on availability of identification information on
academic library websites in Nigeria are presented in
Table 1.

Eight academic library websites placed their search tool at
top right ( Lib1, Lib6, Lib8, Lib10, Lib11, Lib12, Lib13,
Lib14 and Lib15), one each at top centre (Lib2); top left
(Lib4), side left (Lib5), side centre (Lib9) and side right
(Lib15) respectively, while 3 (Lib3, Lib7 and Lib16) did
not place search tool on their websites.

Table 1 presents general information about the academic
library websites studied. Out of the 16 websites, 14 were
university library websites, one a polytechnic library
website and a college of education library website. Out of
the 14 university library websites, 9 were conventional
federal universities: Lib1; Lib3; Lib5; Lib6; Lib7; Lib8;
Lib9; Lib11; Lib12. Out of the remaining five university
library websites, two Lib4 and Lib10 are specialised
federal university libraries), two Lib13 and Lib14 are
state-government owned. Lib15 and Lib16 completed the
list of Federal academic library websites. Lib2 is the only
private university library website involved in the study.

Name and logo of the academic libraries were placed at
top left on 13 websites (Lib1 – Lib12, and Lib16), two at
top right (Lib13 and Lib14) while these are not available
for Lib15.
Contact information was available for 10 of the academic
library websites at top right (Lib1, Lib6 – Lib11, Lib14 –
Lib16) at top centre (Lib2), top left (Lib3), bottom left
(Lib13) while Lib4, Lib5 and Lib13 did not provide this
information on their websites.

Web addresses were provided for all the sixteen academic
library websites as can be observed from Table 1.
However, only three of the 16 academic library websites
provided information about their webmasters (Tenence
Professional Services for Lib1; Benson T. Alli (Lib2);
IKANET Technologies for Lib7) who are considered to
be external consultants to the institutions while ICT centre
was the internally sourced webmaster for Lib14.

Location information was available for four at bottom
right (Lib4, Lib5, Lib8 and Lib9), top right (Lib15);
bottom left (Lib4, Lib13) while (Lib1 – Lib3, Lib7, Lib10
– Lib12, Lib14 and Lib16) did not provide location
information.
Availability of design features on academic library
websites in Nigeria
Table 3 presents the result on availability of web design
features of academic library websites in Nigeria.

Email addresses were available only on four of the 16
academic library websites (benson@aun.edu.ng for Lib2;
kilwebmaster@abu.edu.ng
for
Lib8;
library@uniosun.edu.ng
for
Lib13
and
elibrary@fceyola@edu.ng for Lib16.

Table 3 shows availability of design features on the
academic library websites studied. All the 16 academic
library websites (Lib1 – Lib16) provided navigation tools
on all pages and navigation back from the homepage from
every page respectively. However, 13 out of the 16
websites provided a search tool for the sites (Lib1, Lib2,
Lib4, Lib5, Lib6, Lib8 – Lib15) while 3 (Lib3, Lib7 and
Lib16) did not provide a search tool for their websites.

Figure 1- 16 present the screen shot of the homepage of
the 16 academic library websites studied. The screenshots
of the academic library websites studied are presented
according to the arrangements on Table 2.
Availability and placement of primary web elements
on the academic library websites in Nigeria
The results on availability and placement of primary web
elements on academic library websites in Nigeria are
presented on Table 2.

Date of last update was indicated for Lib2 only while the
remaining 15 websites did not indicate date of last update.
Nine websites (Lib1, Lib5, Lib6, Lib9 – Lib11 and Lib13
– Lib15) out of the 16 studied provided a tag line that
briefly described what the web page/library does. On 13
of the library websites, library name and logo were found
to be of reasonable size and location. In 12 of the library

Table 2 displays the location of primary web elements on
the home pages of the 16 academic library websites.
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websites (Lib2, Lib4 – Lib11, Lib14 – Lib16), font styles
and text formatting were found to be limited and
consistent while high contrast colours were used between
the text and background on 13 (Lib1 – Lib5, Lib8 –
Lib13, Lib15 and Lib16) of the websites. Text could not
be resized on all the 16 websites while graphic design was
free and uncluttered in 8 (Lib2, Lib5 – Lib8, Lib12, Lib14
and Lib15) of the websites. In 9 of the websites (Lib5,
Lib6, Lib8, Lib9, Lib11 – Lib15), graphics was used
appropriately to address specific needs while all the 16
websites were multi-browser friendly. None of the 16
websites gave the users the ability to pick their language.
10 (Lib1, Lib2, Lib4, Lib6, Lib9, Lib11, Lib13 – Lib16)
of the 16 websites were organised logically so that similar
sections are grouped together in the organization. Only
one (Lib12) website had a sitemap. In thirteen (Lib1 –
Lib4, Lib6, Lib7, Lib9 – Lib15) of the 16 websites, the
headings were user-friendly while the headings, titles, and
links were jargon free in 15 of the 16 websites with Lib5
defaulting in this.

on only one (Lib5) of the 16 academic library websites.
Users can get help or receive feedback on 6 (Lib2, Lib6,
Lib8, Lib9, Lib13 and Lib16) of the 16 websites, 3 (Lib2,
Lib8 and Lib12) included contact information for key
staff individuals.
Virtual reference services were present on 6 (Lib2, Lib4 –
Lib6, Lib8) of the 16 library websites while users can
make comments or suggestions about 6 (Lib2, Lib4, Lib6,
Lib9, Lib15, and Lib16) of the 16 library websites. None
of the libraries provided search tips for OPAC. Three
libraries (Lib1, Lib2 and Lib6) provided a link to special
collections while 12 (Lib3 – Lib5, Lib7 – Lib13, Lib15
and Lib16) had date of creation or copyright on the
websites. Users can customise their experience on 7
(Lib1, Lib2, Lib4, Lib6, Lib9, Lib13, Lib16), of the 16
websites, 6 (Lib4, Lib6, Lib10, Lib12, Lib13, Lib16)
provided feed for blogs, new materials, events etc and one
(Lib2) indicated the date of last update.

Abbreviations and acronyms were spelled out or
explained on 9 (Lib1, Lib2, Lib5, Lib6, Lib9 – Lib11,
Lib13 and Lib16) while others did not provide these.

Design element availability index of academic library
websites in Nigeria
Table 5 presents the design elements availability index for
the 16 academic library websites.

Availability of web content elements on academic
library websites in Nigeria
Table 4 presents the result on availability of web content
elements on academic library websites in Nigeria.

Design elements availability ranking of academic
library websites in Nigeria
Table 6 presents the design elements availability ranking
of academic library websites in Nigeria

Table 4 shows content availability on the academic library
websites studied. 10 ( Lib2, Lib4 – Lib9, Lib11, Lib15
and Lib16) of the 16 libraries had library opening hours
posted on the website while 7 (Lib1, Lib2, Lib6, Lib8,
Lib9, Lib13 and Lib16) included library contact details.

Table 6 presents design elements availability ranking by
academic library website. Lib2, Lib6, Lib9, Lib4, Lib16,
Lib8, Lib13 which scored availability index of 50 above
were ranked 1 – 10 while performance below 50 were
ranked 11 – 16 (Lib1, Lib5, Lib11, Lib15, Lib10, Lib7,
Lib12, Lib14 and Lib3). American University of Nigeria
Library Yola, topped the list while Bayero University
Library Kano was placed 16.

Fifteen libraries but one (Lib3) had a link to access
electronic resources including databases, online resources
etc while 7 (Lib1, Lib2, Lib4, Lib6, Lib9, Lib13 and
Lib16) of the 16 library websites included location
information such as address, map or direction, only 6
(Lib2, Lib4, Lib5, Lib7, Lib9, Lib10) provided circulation
information (how to get a library card, loan period, etc).

V. DISCUSSION
Availability of identification information on academic
library websites in Nigeria
All the academic library websites studied had one
deficiency or the other in one or more areas of the study.
Twelve of the academic library websites did not provide
the name of their webmaster. It is not clear why this is so
however, only Enugu State University of Science and
Technology Library was powered by the ICT Centre of
the university while the remaining three were powered by
private consultancy companies. E-mail addresses were
provided on only four of the sixteen academic library

Information about library and library news and events
were provided on 8 (Lib1, Lib3, Lib4, Lib5, Lib8, Lib9,
Lib11, and Lib16) of the 16 websites. Information on
library services or link to library services was provided by
12 (Lib1, Lib2, Lib4 – Lib11, Lib15 and Lib16) of the 16
libraries while 8 ( Lib1, Lib2, Lib5, Lib6, Lib7, Lib8,
Lib13 and Lib14) libraries included a link to the OPAC.
Users can reserve/borrow/renew books or materials online
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websites. Availability of e-mail address should facilitate
communication between the users and the academic
library websites and it is difficult to see how this can be
done without it.

Availability index and ranking of academic library
websites in Nigeria
The performance of American University of Nigeria
Library, Yola (rank 1) is highly commendable having
overtaken all the academic libraries that had long been in
existence before it. Three first generation federal
university libraries (University of Lagos Library, Akoka;
Kenneth Dike Library, University of Ibadan, Ibadan;
Kashim Ibrahim Library, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
and Nnamdi Azikiwe Library, University of Nigeria,
Nsukka) ranked 2,3,6 and 9 on the availability index.
These libraries were expected to be in the vanguard of
website application given the fact that automation
commenced with these libraries in the 1970s. The secondgeneration federal universities represented by Bayero
University Library, Kano performed poorly on the
availability index having been ranked 16th of the 16
academic libraries studied. Her generation mate, Donald
E.U. Ekong Library, University of Port-Harcourt ranked
13. The Federal University of Technology Owerri
Library, a third-generation university library ranked 5 and
performed better than its first second generation
counterparts. Nimbe Adedipe Library of Federal
University of Agriculture, Abeokuta failed to match her
Owerri counterpart having ranked 12.

Availability and placement of primary web elements
on academic library websites in Nigeria
The placement of primary web elements on the academic
library websites seems to follow a pattern- navigation
tools are generally placed on the top. However, 10
academic library websites placed their navigation tool on
the top centre, 1 on the top right, 4 on the top left and 1 on
two locations, top right and top left. Some of the
academic library websites did not have search tool,
contact information and location information. Majority of
the academic library websites place their search tool,
name and logo, and contact information on the top of the
page though the exact location varied from top centre, top
right to top left while location information was placed at
bottom right or left of the homepage. The placement of
primary web elements on academic library websites in
Nigeria is consistent with the recommendation by Raward
[10], Solomon [14] and Neal and Herzig [27] that
navigation tool should be placed at top centre or left side,
name of library of logo should be placed above the
navigation tool at top centre or top left of the page.

The new federal university libraries in Lokoja and Oye
ranked 9 and 13 respectively. The two state university
libraries in the study, Osun State University Library,
Osogbo and Enugu State University of Science and
Technology Library ranked 7 and 15 respectively. The
performance of Prof. Mustafa Abba Library, Federal
College of Education, Yola (ranked 4) is a welcome
development especially from that segment of Nigerian
higher education category. One is tempted to submit that
the American University of Nigeria Library, Yola may
have been an inspiration for the college library. Federal
Polytechnic Ado Ekiti Digital Library ranked 9 is
welcome. That these college and polytechnic libraries
were the only few that met the selection criteria and had
performed fairly well is an indication that they are not
complacent and making efforts to join the information
technology revolution.

Availability of web features and content on academic
library websites in Nigeria
Some of the elements were resoundingly available on
most of the academic library websites in Nigeria. These
include: navigation tools on all web pages, navigation
back to the home page from every page. However, on 15
of the 16 academic library websites studied, name and
logo were of reasonable size and location; headings, titles
and links were jargon-free; link to access electronic
resources (databases, online reference, e-journals, ebooks) but the links in most cases were dead when
attempts were made to enter them suggesting the
possibility that the libraries failed to renew their
subscriptions. The date of last update, sitemap, provision
for reserve/borrow/renew books or materials online were
available on only one academic library website. With the
non-provision of any of these items in any of the
remaining 15 academic library websites, they are unable
to perform these library function suggesting that the
academic libraries merely registered their presence on the
WorldWideWeb. None of the academic library websites
had provision for text resizing, picking users’ language
and search tips for OPAC.

VI. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The study conducted design evaluation of academic
library websites in Nigeria. A total of 16 websites were
identified and used for this study. The result revealed that
all the academic library websites studied were defective in
one or more areas. For instance, common identification
information such as e-mail address and webmaster
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information were absent on most of the academic library
websites. It was also observed that the availability and
placement of primary web elements on most of the
academic library websites seems to follow a consistent
pattern and are generally placed at the top. The study
further revealed that web features such as navigation tools
and web contents such as logo, location information, links
to electronic resources were present in most of the
academic library websites in Nigeria. Furthermore, the
availability index and academic library websites ranking
revealed that American University of Nigeria Library,
Yola which is a private university ranked above all the
libraries in public universities established before it while
Bayero University Library, Kano which is a secondgeneration university, owned by the federal government
of Nigeria performed poorly.
Based on these findings, the study recommends that the
design of academic library websites should be more usercentric rather than focusing on achieving web presence
alone. The study also recommends that librarians should
undergo web development training and acquire skills that
will empower them to participate actively in the analysis,
design, implementation and administration of academic
library websites. In addition, it is recommended that all
the academic library websites conduct periodic review of
their website design in order to be up to date on available
recommended web design best practice.
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Table 1: Identification information on academic library websites in Nigeria

Library
Code

Lib1

Lib2

Lib3

Lib4

Lib5

Lib6

Lib7

Lib8

Lib9

Name of
Library
Nnamdi
Azikiwe
Library,
University of
Nigeria,
Nsukka
American
University of
Nigeria
Library,
Yola
Bayero
University
Library,
Kano
Federal
University of
Technology,
Owerri
Library
Prof. Festus
A. Nwako
Library,
Nnamdi
Azikiwe
Univesity,
Awka
University of
Lagos
Library
Donald E.U.
Ekong
Library,
University of
PortHarcourt
Kashim
Ibrahim
Library,
Ahmadu
Bello
University,
Zaria
Kenneth
Dike
Library,

Web Address
of Library

Web Master

E-mail address

library.unn.edu.ng

Tenece
Professional
Services

Nil

library.aun.edu.ng

Benson T.
Alli

benson@aun.edu.ng

Remark

Federal
Private

Federal

library.buk.edu.ng

NA

NA
Federal

library.futo.edu.ng

NA

NA
Federal

library.unizik.edu.ng

NA

NA
Federal

library.unilag.edu.ng

NA

NA
Federal

www.library.uniport.edu.ng

IKANET
Technologies

NA
Federal

https://library.abu.edu.ng

kilwebmaster@abu.edu.ng
Federal

library.ui.edu.ng

NA
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University of
Ibadan

Lib10

Lib11

Lib12

Lib13

Lib14

Lib15

Lib16

Nimbe
Adedipe
Library,
Federal
University of
Agriculture,
Abeokuta
Federal
University
Lokoja
Library
Federal
University
Oye Library
Osun State
University
Library
Enugu State
University of
Science and
Technology
Library
Federal
Polytechnic
Ado-Ekiti
Digital
Library
Prof.
Mustafa
Abba
Library,
Federal
College of
Education
Yola

Federal

library.unaab.edu.ng

NA

NA
Federal

library.fulokoja.edu.ng

NA

NA
Federal

library.fuoye.edu.ng

NA

NA
State

library.uniosun.edu.ng

library@uniosun.edu.ng
State

www.library.esut.edu.ng

ICT Centre
ESUT

NA
Federal

library.fedpolyado.edu.ng

NA

NA
Federal

library.fceyola.edu.ng

NA
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Table 2: Availability and placement of primary web elements on academic library websites in Nigeria

Library
Code

Navigation
Tool

Search Tool
Placement

Name and
Logo

Contact
Information

Location
Information

Lib1

TopCentre

TopRight

TopLeft

TopRight

NA

Lib2

TopCentre

TopLeft

TopCentre

NA

Lib3

TopRight
TopRight and
TopLeft

NA

TopLeft

TopLeft

NA

Lib4

TopCentre

TopLeft

TopLeft

NA

BottomLeft

Lib5

TopCentre

SideLeft

TopLeft

NA

BottomRight

Lib6

TopLeft

TopRight

TopLeft

TopRight

BottomRight

Lib7

TopCentre

NA

TopLeft

TopRight

NA

Lib8

TopCentre

TopRight

TopLeft

TopRight

BottomRight

Lib9

TopCentre

SideCentre

TopLeft

TopRight

BottomRight

Lib10

TopLeft

TopRight

TopLeft

TopRight

NA

Lib11

TopCentre

TopRight

TopLeft

TopRight

NA

Lib12

TopLeft

TopRight

TopLeft

NA

NA

Lib13

TopCentre

TopRight

TopRight

BottomLeft

BottomLeft

Lib14

TopCentre

TopRight

TopRight

TopRight

NA

Lib15

TopCentre

SideRight

NA

TopRight

TopRight

Lib16

TopLeft

NA

TopLeft

TopRight

NA

SUMMARY
TopCentre= 10

TopRight= 8

TopLeft= 13

TopRight= 10

TopRight= 1

TopRight= 1

TopCentre= 1

TopRight= 2

TopCentre= 1

BottomRight= 4

TopLeft= 4
TopRight and
TopLeft= 1

TopLeft= 1

NA= 1

TopLeft= 1

BottomLeft= 2

SideRight= 1

BottomLeft= 1

NA= 9

SideLeft= 1

NA= 3

SideCentre= 1
NA= 3
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Table 3: Availability of web design features on academic library websites in Nigeria

S/
NO

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

FEATU
RES
Are
Navigati
on tools
on all
pages?
Is
navigati
on back
to the
homepa
ge from
every
page?
Is there
a search
tool for
the site?
Is date
of last
update
indicate
d?
Is tag
line that
briefly
describe
s what
the web
page/libr
ary does
availabl
e?
Is
library's
name
and logo
of
reasonab
le size
and
location
?
Are font
styles
and text
formatti

Li
b1

Li
b2

Li
b3

Li
b4

Li
b5

Li
b6

Li
b7

Li
b8

Li
b9

Lib
10

Lib
11

Lib
12

Lib
13

Lib
14

Lib
15

Lib
16

FR
EQ

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

16

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

16

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

13

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

9

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

1

13

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

1

1

12

24
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8

9

10

11

12

13

14

ng
limited
and
consiste
nt?
Are high
contrast
colours
used
between
the text
and
backgro
und?
Can the
text be
resized?
Does
graphic
design
feel free
and
unclutter
ed?
Is
graphic
used
appropri
ately to
address
specific
needs?
Is the
website
multibrowser
friendly
?
Does
website
give it
users the
ability to
pick
their
languag
e?
Is the
website
organise
d
logically

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

13

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

8

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

9

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

16

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

10

25
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15

16

17

18

so that
similar
sections
are
grouped
together
in the
organisa
tion?
Is there
a
sitemap?
Are the
headings
userfriendly
?
Are the
headings
, titles
and
links
jargon
free?
Are
abbrevia
tions
and
acronym
s spelled
out or
explaine
d?

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

13

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

15

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

1

9

Key: 1=Yes/Available, 0=No/Not available
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Table 4: Availability of web content elements on academic library websites in Nigeria

S/
N
O

1

2

3

4

5

CONT
ENTS
Are
opening
time/libr
ary
hours
posted?
Does the
site
include
library
contact
details?
Is there
a link to
access
electroni
c
resource
s
includin
g
database
s, online
referenc
e, ejournals,
e-books
etc?
Does the
site
include
location
informat
ion such
as
address,
map or
directio
n?
Does the
site
provide
circulati
on

Li
b1

Li
b2

Li
b3

Li
b4

Li
b5

Li
b6

Li
b7

Li
b8

Li
b9

Lib
10

Lib
11

Lib
12

Lib
13

Lib
14

Lib
15

Lib
16

FR
EQ

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

10

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

7

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

15

1

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

7

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

6
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6

7

8

9

10

informat
ion
(how to
get a
library
card,
loan
period,
time,
etc)?
Is there
informat
ion
about
library
and
library
news
and
events?
Does the
website
describe
library
services
or is
there a
link to
library
service?
Does the
site
include
a link to
the
OPAC?
Can
users
reserve/
borrow/r
enew
books or
material
s
online?
Is it
possible
to get
help or
feedbac
k?

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

8

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

12

1

1

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

8

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

6

28
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11

12

13

14

15

16

17

Does the
site
provide
informat
ion
about
library
policies
?
Does the
site
include
contact
informat
ion for
key staff
individu
als?
Are
virtual
referenc
e
services
present?
Can
commen
ts or
suggesti
ons be
made
about
the site?
Are
there
search
tips for
the
OPAC?
Is there
a link to
special
collectio
ns?
Is there
a
creation
or
copyrig
ht date
on the
website?

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

3

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

3

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

6

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

6

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

0

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

12
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18

19

20

Can
users
customi
se their
experien
ce?
Does the
website
have an
RSS
feed for
blogs,
new
material
s, event
etc?
Is the
date of
the last
update
indicate
d?

1

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

7

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

6

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

Key: 1=Available, 0=Not available
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Table 5: Design elements availability index of academic library websites in Nigeria

Library
Code

Name of Library

Number
of Yes

Number of
Yes + No

Availability
Index

Remark

Lib1

Nnamdi Azikiwe Library, University
of Nigeria, Nsukka

25

47

53.12

Average

Lib2

American University of Nigeria
Library, Yola

37

47

78.72

Very Good

Lib3

Bayero University Library, Kano

15

47

31.91

Poor

Lib4

Federal University of Technology,
Owerri Library

28

47

59.57

Average

Lib5

Prof. Festus A. Nwako Library,
Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Awka

24

47

51.06

Lib6

University of Lagos Library

33

47

70.12

Average
Very Good

Lib7

Donald E.U. Ekong Library,
University of PortHarcourt

20

47

42.55

Fair

Lib8

Kashim Ibrahim Library, Ahmadu
Bello University, Zaria

29

47

61.70

Good

Lib9

Kenneth Dike Library, University of
Ibadan

31

47

65.96

Good

Lib10

Nimbe Adedipe Library, Federal
University of Agriculture, Abeokuta

22

47

46.81

Fair

Lib11

Federal University, Lokoja Library

24

47

51.06

Average

Lib12

Federal University Oye Library

19

47

40.43

Fair

Lib13

Osun State University Library

27

47

57.45

Average

Lib14

Enugu State University of Science
and Technology Library

20

47

42.55

Fair

Lib15

Federal Polytechnic Ado-Ekiti Digital
Library

24

47

51.06

Average

Lib16

Prof. Mustafa Abba Library, Federal
College of Education Yola

28

47

59.57

Average
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Table 6: Design elements availability ranking of academic library websites in Nigeria

Library
Code

Name of Library

Number
of Yes

Number of
Yes + No

Availability
Index

1

Lib2

American University of Nigeria
Library, Yola

37

47

78.72

Lib6

University of Lagos Library

33

47

70.12

Very Good
Very Good

2
3

Lib9

Kenneth Dike Library, University
of Ibadan

31

47

65.96

Good

4

Lib8

Kashim Ibrahim Library, Ahmadu
Bello University, Zaria

29

47

61.70

Good

5

Lib16

Prof. Mustafa Abba Library,
Federal College of Education Yola

28

47

59.57

Average

5

Lib4

Federal University of Technology,
Owerri Library

28

47

59.57

7

Lib13

Osun State University Library

27

47

57.45

Average
Average

Lib1

Nnamdi Azikiwe Library,
University of Nigeria, Nsukka

Lib5

Prof. Festus A. Nwako Library,
Nnamdi Azikiwe Univesity, Awka

Rank

8
9

Remarks

Average
25

47

53.12
Average

24

47

51.06
Average

9

Lib11

Federal University Lokoja Library

24

47

51.06

9

Lib15

Federal Polytechnic Ado-Ekiti
Digital Library

24

47

51.06

Average

12

Lib10

Nimbe Adedipe Library, Federal
University of Agriculture, Abeokuta

22

47

46.81

Fair

13

Lib7

Donald E.U. Ekong Library,
University of Port Harcourt

20

47

42.55

Fair

14

Lib12

Federal University Oye Library

19

47

40.43

Fair

15

Lib14

Enugu State University of Science
and Technology Library

13

38

34.21

Poor

16

Lib3

Bayero University Library, Kano

9

38

23.68

Poor
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ABSTRACT

Due to advancement in technology, digital collaboration has become an extension of our traditional means of
distributed learning and workflow. Currently in most tertiary institutions in Nigeria, students and lecturers use
existing collaboration tools such as yahoo, google groups, whatapps for collaboration and knowledge sharing.
However, they come with their limitations. For example, On Yahoo groups, students with yahoo mail account can
only join yahoo groups and vice versa for google groups. This makes it difficult for students with other email address
to participate and obtain relevant course materials on each of the platforms. Therefore, we propose the development
of a unified platform for the purpose of collaboration for the University community. The system (TeamCollab) was
designed using extreme programming model and developed using PHPs Laravel framework, CSS3, HTML5,
Bootstrap and MySQL for the database query. The developed system was evaluated by potential users and found to
meet predefined user requirements.
Keywords: Knowledge management, Collaborative Learning, Distributed Learning
_________________________________________________
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Tahir (2018), Development of a Web-based University Collaborative
Tool for Effective Distributed Learning,
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knowledge to an increasingly wide and diverse audience
[1]. Students who study a course on the Internet tend to be
more heterogeneously distributed than those found in a
traditional classroom situation [1], [2]. Student-student
interaction in collaborative learning communities may
contribute to the achievement of educational goals by

I. INTRODUCTION

Web based learning is growing in popularity and offers
many benefits over traditional learning environments. The
web-based learning approach provides a powerful
environment for distributing information and delivering
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influencing educational motivation and aspirations through
peer relationships [3], [4].
Focusing on tertiary institutions in Nigeria, the available
collaboration system assumes the use of Electronic mails,
email groups and physical meetings. Students have to wait
till they meet face to face in other to collaborate. One
alternative adopted by students is to create groups on social
media. This is done by specifying the preferred platform
among the students, for example Facebook and then
inviting different members that make up the team to join
the group. Another alternative to this are instant messaging
platforms such as Whatsapp and BBM. On Whatsapp app,
the leader of the group or anybody assigned creates a group
and then adds other members of the team based on the
contacts which he has. The group is expanded by acquiring
and adding more phone numbers or by setting more
members as administrators who then go ahead to add their
own contacts. On BBM it is a similar process, the leader
simply has to create a channel or a group while the other
members look for this channel request to join. After adding
all respective members, they begin to communicate, share
resources and other information over the chosen platform
till they complete their project. To the best of our
knowledge, there is no existing sophisticated electronic
collaboration system within any tertiary institution in
Nigeria that can be used for a group chat. As an alternative,
different messaging platforms are being used as a means of
collaboration. However, they come with some limitations
(such as unnecessary distractions) which can make the
entire process ineffective. For example users may get
distracted while working on a project because the chosen
platform is the same one that houses their friends and
family. Furthermore, the use of instant message platforms
for collaboration makes it difficult to keep track of vita
information’s and has a structured storage for files. For
example when certain information is to be retrieved, it
cannot easily be tracked and recovered majorly because of
poor organization. More so, the user receives every
notification regardless of the relevance of the message to
him which can be distraction. When working with big
teams, a structure cannot be created to house smaller units
which are still within a team; these units have to be created
independently as groups on their own. As for the email
groups, users who are not using a particular email host
cannot join a group created on the email host.
In this paper, we developed a Web collaborative system
(TeamCollab) that can be used in Nigeria tertiary
institution for collaborative learning. The system was
developed using extreme programming model and
developed using PHPs Laravel framework, CSS3, HTML5,
Bootstrap and MySQL for the database query. The

remaining parts of this paper are organised as follows:
Section 2 presents a short over of collaborative tools for
collaborative learning. Section 3 discusses the
methodology and frame work used for the system
development. In Section 4, the system design, use-case and
unified modelling of the system is discussed, and in
Section 5, the application development, interface and the
evaluation results are presented. Finally, Section 6
concludes the paper and outlines future works.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
This section presents background on collaborative learning
and the framework adopted for the development of our
proposed system.
2.1 COLLABORATIVE LEARNING
Collaborative learning according to [5] refers to an
instruction method in which students at various
performance levels work together in small groups toward a
common goal. The students are responsible for one
another’s learning as well as their own. Thus, the success
of one student helps other students to be successful [6]. In
general, this kind of learning environment provides a
means to manage the learning resources and also present a
structured framework for the activity across a large number
of students. The system makes extensive use of the web
and the internet for information access, communication and
collaboration necessary to complete the various tasks [7].
The impact and implications of technology on new ways of
learning and new models of teaching are far-reaching.
Educators are just now beginning to realize the power of
wikis, blogs, and podcasts, as well as emerging social
software applications [8]. These emerging technologies
provide opportunities for instructor-student as well as
student-student
real-time
and/or
time-delayed
collaboration. Collaborative learning refers to tasks that
require joint intellectual efforts among students or between
students and teachers. Collaborative learning is a personal
philosophy, not just a classroom technique. There is a
sharing of authority and acceptance of responsibility
among group members for the group’s actions [9].
Web-based technology is a potential tool in
collaborative learning and also an incredible opportunity to
study nowadays. The first-generation web-based tools
include email, chat rooms, and discussion boards, among
others [10]. Nevertheless, the second-generation webbased tools promised to take interactivity to the next level,
such as the use of blogs (weblogs), wikis, and podcasts.
The second generation web-based tools can be developed
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alone or in conjunction with open source technologies such
as Imeem, InstaColl, and Writeboard to increase real-time
collaboration between learners, especially in courses that
are fully asynchronous [8]. Web-based collaborative
learning allows students to approach more complex
problems, and to share designs, critiques, and arguments
with partners [11]. Web-based learning has also been
known to offer flexibility and greater motivation of
students to excel, thereby enhancing the conventional
(class room) mode of learning. Furthermore, the design and
development of web-based learning systems have become
widespread since the beginning of 1990, and is becoming
an important part of human learning and living in the 21st
century [8]. Web-based collaborative learning tools have
an impact on new models of teaching and new ways of
learning; therefore it is the responsibility of instructional
designers, administrators, and technology experts to
investigate which tool offers the best solution for the task
of providing interaction in both synchronous and
asynchronous learning environments [8]. The added
control and interaction provided to learners using
technology tools may help tap into a student’s expertise,
and promote collaboration through peer-to-peer mentoring,
teamwork, and other strategies.
According to Roberts & McInnerney [12], if a
collaborative learning tool is developed appropriately, it
provides an ideal environment in which interaction among
students plays a central role in the learning process. To
design effective web-based collaborative learning, it is first
necessary to understand the key elements, advantages, and
disadvantages of this approach, as well as the limitations of
using web-based collaborative learning [13]. There are
fundamental features and requirements in collaborative
learning; Sun and Lin [14] stated that the features of webbased collaborative learning are active learning,
simulation-based learning, interactive and inter-creative
learning, and accumulative learning.

selects the next view for display, and generates and
delivers the next view. Figure 1 below illustrates the duties.

2.2 Model for Web-based Application

Figure 2: Model 2 Pattern [16]

The study adopted Laravel framework [15] that uses
Model- View-Controller (MVC) model to develop the
Web-based Collaborative tool. MVC model was adopted
because it organizes an interactive application into three
separate modules: one for the application model with its
data representation and business logic, the second for
views that provide data presentation and user input, and the
third for a controller to dispatch requests and control flow.
Figure 1 represents Web-Tier Service Cycle. The Web tier
does four basic things in a specific order: interprets client
requests, dispatches those requests to business logic,

The Web-tier MVC controller maps incoming requests to
operations on the application model, and selects views
based on model and session state. Web-tier controllers
have a lot of duties, so they require careful design to
manage complexity. A Web-Tier Controller Object
Interactive Diagram as shown in Figure 3 illustrates the
relationship and duties between the three tier computing
involved in the web application.

Figure 1: Web-Tier Service Cycle [16]

2.3

The Web-Tier Development

Web application framework was developed using “Model
2” architecture, where a servlet manages client
communication and business logic execution, and
presentation resides mainly in JSP pages. The Model 2
architecture uses servlets for processing requests and
selecting views. In this research the Front Controller is
typically developed as a servlet. Figure 2 below shows a
simplified diagram of the model 2 pattern.
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were gotten from both primary and secondary sources. The
data required for this research was voluminous, so it was
grouped according to the modules of the software for
simplicity. The primary sources of data were the
information derived from first hand source to gather the
functional requirements of the proposed system and these
sources include direct interview, observation, presentations
and tutorials from students. A total number of 70 students
were randomly selected from the Faculty of Information
and Communication Sciences, University of Ilorin, out of
which 10 were team leaders. The functional requirements
for the proposed system were gathered from the team
leaders and some of these requirements include: sharing
resources or information, allow real-time posting of
questions and inquiries, which students can respond to in
real time, send notifications and alerts, amongst others. The
secondary sources were information that was derived from
existing information. Thus, already used data in existing
collaborative tools (such as Slack, Asana and Zulip) were
collected and analyzed for the purpose of this study.

Figure 3: Web-Tier Controllers Object Interactive Diagram
[16]
III.METHODOLOGY
This section presents detailed description of how data used
in this research work was captured. This includes the data
source, model and database design. Data used for this study
3.1 DESIGN

This section outline the design of the most common object, their basic identity and actions performed in the system by
Using Unified Modeling Language comprehensive notations.

3.2 Class Diagram
In software engineering, a class diagram in the Unified Modelling Language (UML) is a type of static structure diagram
that describes the structure of a system by showing the system’s classes, their attributes, operations (or methods), and the
relationships among objects. The class diagram for the proposed project is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: The Class Diagram of the System

3.3

Use Case Diagram

A Use Case Diagram at its simplest is a representation of
a user’s interaction with the system that shows the
relationship between the user and the different use cases in
which the user is involved. In this case as shown in Figure
5, the users are the students, and lecturers/administrators in
the University.
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Figure 5: Use Case Diagram of the System
3.4

User Activities
Figure 6: Flowchart of the Proposed System

In order to represent user’s activities in the proposed
system, a flow chart diagram is adopted. A flowchart is a
convenient technique to represent the flow in a program. It
is a pictorial representation of an algorithm that uses
symbols to show the operations and decisions to be
followed by a computer in solving a problem [17]. The
flow of the system, from its input, processing and output is
illustrated in Figure 6. In the system, a team leader has a
pseudo administrative privilege with ability to create
project and add a team member to a discussion while other
team members will have access to less assigned content.

IV. SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION
The development of this new system entails using a PHP
Framework and then hosting it on a web server. In order to
create the database for our proposed system, MySQL
database management system was adopted. Figure 7 below
shows the entities, attributes with their assigned data types
and entity relationship descriptions for our database
system.
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Figure 7: TeamCollab Entity Relationship Diagram

4.1 Application Development
home-page for the developed system. It has features such
as; create account link for new user and signing in link for
returning users. After signing in, you are directed to the
dashboard page where projects, tasks and discussions can
be created as shown in figure 9.

The application was developed using PHP, HTML 5 and
deployed on Heroku, a cloud hosting platform. The
developed
system
is
available
at
http://unilorincollab.herokuapp.com/. Figure 8 shows the

Figure 8: Home Page
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Figure 9: Discussions Dashboard
The dashboard as shown in Figure 8 provides a platform
where projects are created and managed. This creates a
structured and organized communication platform where

4.2

different discussions can be created for different projects.
The dashboard has other features such as assign task, filter
discussions and tag users.

Evaluation

After the system development, it was evaluated using
face to face survey after running the web application by
selected team leads and team member using random
sampling approach. For the needs of evaluation, students
of Faculty of Information and Communication Sciences,
University of Ilorin were used. During the evaluation, 70
students were selected out of which 10 were team leaders,
the functionalities of the system were then assessed by
these students to ascertain how well their requirements
were met. The questions asked relates to the navigability,
responsiveness to queries, ease of use, consistency of the
application and the interface presentation. In all, 63
respondents questionnaire were returned and evaluated as
valid, representing 90% of the targeted sample. The
results of the system evaluation are summarized in figure
10.

Figure 10: Showing result from the evaluation of the
system by respondents
From figure 10, all the users responded positively to the
features evaluated. The developed system provides a
platform for which students can collaborate for academic
purposes i.e it serves as a platform where users can have
topic driven discussion to create focus rather than just
general discussion. The overall result demonstrated that
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more than one third of respondents who part took in the
evaluation indicates that the system is easy to use and has
positive effects of its principal objective. The ability of
respondents to effectively use the tool was considered,
and as a result students who had substantial experience
with some of the existing tools were selected. Although
open ended questions were not used for the evaluation,
however respondents provided suggestions about other
features that can be incorporated in the developed system
as highlighted in the concluding section.

6.

V. CONCLUSION

8.

7.

In this paper, we designed a collaborative web application
to foster collaborative learning for members of the
university community. The system was designed using
extreme programming model and developed using PHPs
Laravel framework, CSS3, HTML5, Bootstrap and
MySQL for the database query. The developed system
was evaluated by potential users and found to meet
predefined user requirements. As further work, the system
can be improved by adding more features which will
further improve its use and meet user needs. Some of the
features that were recommended are: Video Chat
meetings, Expanding Stages for bigger projects,
integrating other forms of collaboration tools, adding
support for update tracking on Source control platforms.

9.

10.

11.

12.
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ABSTRACT

In modern day computing, with persistent remote terminal access, transmissions and virtual networks,
conventional methods find it difficult to provide adequate security for the data, information or the service. This
challenge deserves new mechanisms to guarantee that the data or information being sent is well secured. A
correct system will take into cognizance the protection of the data it processes and the information it stores and
sends out at due time. This research work solves the problem of masquerade intrusion into data or information
kept on the computer system by reducing the false positive alarm and false negative alarm which increases the
true positive proportionately. The Semi - Global Alignment Algorithm which is a hybrid of Smith Waterman
Alignment Algorithm is regarded as a dynamic and efficient technique in finding out the attacks. The reports of
high false positive rate and false negative rate in the Semi-Global Algorithm have not been reduced to an
acceptable level. This study therefore, proposes an improvement on the Semi - Global alignment Algorithm to
develop a masquerade intrusion detection system. Experiment was conducted and the performance of the new
algorithm was evaluated using Schonlau Et Al (SEA) dataset. The results give hit rate of about 90% and false
positive, which show that the improvement on Semi - Global Alignment Algorithm yields increase in the
percentage of hit rate of the matching and reduces the value of false positive rate as well as false negative of the
alignment.
Keywords: Hybridized-Cross-Semi-Global Alignment Algorithm, Masquerading, Sequence Alignment, Semi-Global

Alignment Algorithm
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Attack is an assault on system security that derives from
an intelligent threat; that is, an intelligent act that is a
deliberate attempt (especially in the sense of a method or
technique) to evade security services and violate the
security policy of a system. Security attack can be
classified as Active and Passive. An active attack attempts
to alter system resources or affect their operation. Active
attacks involve some modification of the data stream or
the creation of a false stream and can be subdivided into
four categories: masquerade, replay, modification of
messages, and denial of service. On the other hand,
passive attack attempts to learn or make use of
information from the system but does not affect system
resources that is, eavesdropping on, or monitoring of,
transmissions. Two types of passive attacks are; release of
message contents and traffic analysis [2].

I. INTRODUCTION

A controlled privilege for access to computer rooms is
adopted by most organizations or personal computer
users. Knowing fully that information system can be
grouped into the hardware facilities and the information
that are stored on the computer. Most information systems
give adequate protection to their hardware component
more than the protection they give their data and
information, per adventure the data is more valuable than
the worth of the hardware. In modern day computing,
with persistent remote terminal access, transmissions, and
virtual, and physical measures find it difficult to provide
adequate security for the data, information or the service;
the security of the hardware is assured to a large extent. In
some instances, the computer to be protected is connected
to a network and most of the threats arise from the
network. Trent Jaeger says “computer facilities have been
physically protected for three reasons; to prevent theft of
or damage to the hardware, to prevent theft of or damage
to the information and to prevent disruption of service”.
Most computer crimes are in fact committed by insiders,
and most of the studies in computer security since 1970
have been pointed at the insider problem [1]. In spite of
significant advances in the modern computer security in
recent years, information in computers is more vulnerable
than ever. Each major technological advancement in
computing raises new security threats that require new
security solutions, and technology moves faster than the
rate at which such solutions will be developed. Why is a
developed system that has capabilities of storing billions
of information unable to protect that information? If the
hardware component of the dependable system is secured,
why not the software component especially the operating
system? It implies it is far easier to develop a secured
system than to develop a correct system. A correct system
will take into cognizance the protection of the data it is
processing and the information it stores and sends out at
due time. [1] said that the publicity about computer
security in the press, computer and software vendors have
rarely taken the trouble to incorporate meaningful security
measures into their systems.

This paper is based on masquerade attack detection on a
computer system. Many researchers have proposed many
approaches to develop a secured system that will check
the alignment of commands of the legitimate user and an
attacker. The confusion metrics that were used are Hit rate
and false positive rate for the alignments of the two set of
commands. The metrics need improvement to have a
robust security system. This study will improve on this,
by increasing the hit rate and reducing the false positive
results found in the literatures. The concept of
Bioinformatics sequence alignment algorithm will be used
to improve on the existing system [3]. A HybridizedCross-Semi-Global
Alignment
and
Semi-Global
Alignment Algorithm was used to develop an intrusion
detection system for identifying Masquerade attacks on
computers.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1
Masquerade Attack
In the field of computer security, masquerading is one of
the possible activities of unauthorized users, in which an
attacker takes the identity of a rightful user in a computer
system [3]. “Masquerade attacks are common security
problems that are consequences of identity theft” [4].
“The masquerade attack is a class of attacks, in which a
user of a system illegitimately poses as, or assumes the
identity of another legitimate user” [4]. Identity theft in
financial transaction systems is perhaps the best known
example of this type of attack. Intrusions occur when an
attacker get access to a legitimate user’s login credentials
such as username and password or when the terminals of
users are opened to unauthorized users for use for which

Computers are widely available in every place and they
are exposed to threats with the evolution and popularity of
the internet. It was recorded that the terms threat and
attack are commonly used interchangeably. A threat is a
potential for violation of security, which exists when there
is a circumstance, capability, action, or event that could
breach security and cause harm. That is, a threat is a
possible danger that might exploit vulnerability while an
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there is no locking mechanism in place. Detection of this
type of security breach is very hard to come by especially
in a very complex system at initial stage, since the
intruder had already assumed the behaviours or
responsibilities of the legitimate user based on the valid
credentials presented. “This difficulty underlines the
importance of equipping computer systems with the
ability to distinguish masquerading attacker actions from
legitimate user activities” [3].

Global Positioning Algorithm is determining the best
marking system [8].
2.2
Sequence Alignment
Sequence
alignment is widely studied and it is used to compare and
analyze similarity between sequences. It has been
frequently applied in the comparison of genomic
sequences Protein Sequences” [3].[9] points out that:
Most people share very similar gene sequences, while
some regions of DNA sequences vary from one person to
another with high frequency. Comparing variation in
these regions allows scientists to answer the question of
whether two different DNA samples come from the same
person. A DNA sequence represents the genetic code
contained within an organism. Also, [9] states that:
Genetic
code is a set of sequences which define what proteins to
build within the organism. The problem of string
matching is that there are two strings, one is the text T
[1,..., n] that is, the main string given and the other is the
pattern P [1,…, m] that is, the given string to be matched
with the given main string given m<=n. String matching
is invariably used in real word applications like Database
schema, Network systems. There are 2 main techniques of
string matching. The first technique is exact matching
such as Needleman Wunsch, Smith Waterman, Knuth
Morris Pratt (KMP), Dynamic Programming, Boyer
Moore (BM) and the other is approximate matching such
as Fuzzy String Searching, Karp Rabin, and Brute Force
[10].

[5] points out that intrusion attacks are divided into eight
basic categories:
i. Eavesdropping and packet sniffing (passive
interception of network traffic);
ii. Snooping and downloading;
iii. Tampering or data diddling (unauthorized
changes to data or records);
iv. Spoofing (impersonating other users, for
example., by forging the originating e-mail
address, or by gaining password access);
v. Jamming or flooding (overwhelming a system’s
resources, for example, by an e-mail flood or
HTTP requests);
vi. Injecting malicious code such as viruses and
Trojan horses (via floppy disks or e-mail
attachments);
vii. Exploiting design or implementation flaws (often
buffer overflows, which overwrite other data
and can be used to get control over a
system);
viii. Cracking passwords and keys.

2.3
Furthermore, masquerade attack, was second in the top
five lists of electronic crimes perpetrated by outsiders
after virus, worms and other malicious code attacks [6].
Machine learning (ML) algorithms have been applied to
tackle this type of attack in this serious research field.
They produce classifiers which can identify suspicious
behaviours that may indicate an intrusion.

Overview of Sequence Alignment Algorithms

2.3.1
Boyer Moore Algorithm (BM)
Pandiselvam, Marimuthu, and Lawrance state that: the
BM string search algorithm is an efficient string searching
algorithm that is the standard benchmark for practical
string search literature. The BM algorithm is considered
as the most efficient string-matching algorithm in usual
applications, for example, in text editors and commands
substitutions. The reason is that it woks the fastest when
the alphabet is moderately sized and the pattern is
relatively long [11]. Singla and Garg were exploiting
different kinds of sequence alignment algorithms for
strings. They concluded that the Boyer Moore matching
algorithm is the best for string matching [10]. Also, Jain
and Pandey analyzed various kinds of multiple sequence
alignment pattern matching algorithms based on different
parameters such as space, time and order to find the match
and their accuracy. They introduced a classical pattern
matching algorithms and tools are developed from them

Considering the difference in the approaches shown
above, it is glaring that Intrusion Detection System (IDS)
has many shortcomings. These shortcomings call for
improvement in these techniques so as to have a
substantive solution for information system. Applying
Bioinformatics pattern matching algorithms to
complement existing traditional masquerade detection
tool will be a major step in saving the society from the
mess. Semi Global Positioning Algorithm has been used
for masquerade attacks detection and it has proven to be
an efficient algorithm till now. The challenge with Semi
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for commercial purposes. They compared the different
pattern matching algorithms with their characteristics
such as total number of comparisons and shift factor.
They concluded that Boyer Moore algorithm is more
efficient one to apply on heterogeneous system for pattern
matching [12].

Non-biological application area of Teiserias algorithm
published by Nau, was used as the basis of a masquerade
detection system used for network security. Specifically,
the algorithm is used to initialize a gene library for
computer viruses to improve the intrusion detection
system.

2.3.2 Needleman Wunsch Algorithm
Needleman Wunsch Algorithm achieves a global
alignment on two sequences and it is commonly used in
bioinformatics to align protein or nucleotide sequences
[11]. The NW algorithm is an example of Dynamic
programming, and was the first application of dynamic
programming to biological sequence comparison [10]
[13].

Erbacher, Prakash. Couraud and Clash briefly explained
IPAM (Incremental Probabilistic Action Modeling) to be
another method that was used by Davidson and Hirsch to
build an adaptive command line interface on, is also based
on one-step command transition probabilities estimated
from the training data. In this approach, a compression
method was tested based on the premise that test data
appended to historical training data compress more
readily when the test data stems indeed from the same
user rather than from a masquerader [15].

2.3.3
Smith Waterman Algorithm
It is a well-known algorithm for performing local
sequence alignment; that is, for determining similar
regions between two nucleotide or protein sequences [13].
Instead of looking at the total sequence, the Smith
Waterman algorithm compares segments of all possible
lengths and optimizes similarity measure. Figure 1 shows
an example of Pairwise Sequence Alignment where two
sequences are aligned and its characters are compared for
a match or mismatch.

Herve Debar observed “Neural networks are algorithmic
techniques used to first learn the relationship between the
two sets of information, and then “generalize” to obtain
new input-output pairs in a reasonable way”. Neural
networks could be applied in knowledge-based
masquerade identification systems to detect the attacks
and seek them in the audit stream. Herv´e Debar said
“neural networks have mainly been used to learn the
behaviour of actors in the system (for example, users) in
intrusion detection”. Neural network has an edge over
statistics because of its simple approach in expressing
nonlinear associations among variables and the automatic
classification of the neural network. Experiments have
been carried out using a neural network approach to
predict the behaviour of users [16].

Figure 2 shows the difference between Global and Local
Sequence Alignment [3]. The Global Sequence Alignment
matches each character in the sequences with their
positions and the length of the sequences are equal. The
Local Sequence Alignment matches region of common
characters in the sequences and the length of the
sequences can be varied.

The researchers in [8] mentioned another approach known
as Naïve Bayes. It is a one step markov method. They said
the method is dependent upon the “single step transition”
from one command to proceeding command and provides
two conversion matrices for every user that is in
upbringing data set and examining data set. When the
difference between these two matrices are noticed the
alarm triggers. But this approach did not provide
satisfactory false alarm rate. The drawback is that this
approach does not update the user profile accordingly.

The paper [14] said Teiresias algorithm is an efficient and
scalable algorithm that was invented by the IBM
Computational Biology Group at IBM TJ Watson
Research Center and first published in 1998. The
Teiresias algorithm is a combinatorial pattern discovery
algorithm which can be used to search for variable length
patterns. Such patterns may take the form of a real
character or residue, followed by some combination of
dots (any character) and real characters, followed by a
final residue. The ability of the algorithm for not
generating simple strings like other tools is one of the
features. That is, the generated patterns can have variable
width, as well as may contain ambiguous characters,
evaluating to motifs and not just simple words. Also, [14]
said Teiresias is applicable in pattern discovery in a
variety of areas, both biological, and non-biological. The

It was highlighted that Hidden Markov Model (HMM)
was used to compute and formulate the effectiveness of
masquerade detection and it was also used to provide an
efficient method for intrusion detection. The Schonlau et
al Dataset, abbreviated to SEA dataset was used to
classify the attackers and authorized users. The SEA
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dataset is one of the notable data source for testing the
effectiveness of masquerade detection systems or
techniques. Their approach seems effective than some of
the earlier approaches that implores hidden markov model
analysis [17].

known to be the Usersignature. The monitored command
sequence, which may contain a possible substring of
intruder commands, is referred to as the IntrBlock (tested
block).
To use string matching in the detection of a masquerading
user, n improvement on Smith Waterman local matching
algorithm adapted to formulate a Semi-Global Alignment.
A purely local alignment is ignored to characterize
similarity between command sequences because both a
prefix and suffix can be omitted in both sequences.

Cross-Semi-Global algorithm shows how gap penalties
are to be determined in the command blocks to get
individual user behaviour. The Cross-Semi-Global
algorithm works on the principle of selecting the highest
of all scores and determines the gap scores that produce
the highest score. The highest score then represents the
optimal score for that alignment. During the training of
the masquerade detection system, Cross - Semi - Global
algorithm is applied to analyze and determine the suitable
scoring system for a particular user. The Cross - Semi Global algorithm first makes several calls to the ordinary
semi-global alignment while varying the values of i and j
to compute the score for each combination of (i, j). It then
proceeds further to compute the (i, j) combination that
produces the maximum score, the first occurrence of such
(i, j) combination is returned as the Peak Point. This then
makes the value of i and j as penalties for inclusion of
gaps in the user block and the test block respectively [18].

For masquerade detection, it is essential that all basic of
the test signature of arguments are matched with the
user’s signature. If large prefix of the test signature and
large suffix of the tested signature of arguments were to
be made insignificant then the masquerade itself would be
ignored. The limitation with the use of an uncontaminated
global alignment is the possibility of wide segments of the
signature that do not match with a portion of the user’s
commands. Thus, a scoring system is needed to be
developed that will reward the alignment of characters in
the user segment which will not penalize the mismatch of
large segments of the signature. In the remainder of this
section the signature sequence, which represents the
user’s typical command behaviour, is known to be the
Usersignature. The monitored command sequence, which
may contain some substring of masquerader commands,
will be referred to as the IntrBlock (tested block).

Changes were made in semi global positioning to avoid
the limitation of false positive rate that is observed in the
previous approaches in masquerade detection system.
Two marking systems were introduced such as “command
grouping” and “binary marking system”. These marking
systems are used to fix the positioning score and the gap
insertion penalties [19]. The binary marking scheme
compares the current signature series with new behaviours
and user profile of the current user. They also affirmed
that, this scheme provides a threshold value for every user
to make sure that the signature series and the lexicon of
the valid user remains protected from the masquerade
attacks. This threshold score is evaluated through the
snapshots of the user signature.

2.5
Cross-Semi-Global Alignment Algorithm
Improvement was made on the semi-global alignment
algorithm by introducing an algorithm to obtain optimal
values for user gap and intrusion gap to increase the hit
rate [18]. Figure 3 shows the Semi-Global Alignment
Algorithm and figure 4 shows the Cross-Semi-global
Alignment Algorithm.
III. METHODOLOGY

Data Driven Semi Global Alignment (DDSGA) which
relied upon the Enhanced-Semi-Global Alignment was
proposed. “The main strategy of DDSGA is to align the
user active session sequence to previous one of the same
user and label the misaligned areas as anomalous” [20].
DDSGA tries to avoid small mutation in user command.

The Cross-Semi-Global Alignment Algorithm was
improved upon to give optimal values for User Gap score
and Test Gap score. The Semi-Global Alignment and the
Hybridized-Cross-Semi-Global Alignment Algorithms
were evaluated. Java programming language was used to
implement the algorithm and for the system evaluation.
The SEA dataset [21] [22] was downloaded and the
system’s performance was evaluated.

2.4
Semi-Global Alignment Algorithm
In the works presented in [18] and [19] on Semi-Global
Alignment Algorithm, the signature sequence, which
represents the user’s typical command behaviour, is
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implemented Semi-Global Alignment and Cross-SemiGlobal Alignment Algorithms. The system detects an
attacker at the point of manipulate files on the system of a
legitimate user.

3.1
Process Model
Evolutionary Process Model was used for the descriptive
and diagrammatical representation of the system life
cycle. The model was used because researchers get a
chance to experiment partially developed system. Also, it
reduces the error because the core modules get tested
thoroughly. Figure 5 shows the Research Methodology
Process.

3.4
Parameters
The improvement that was made on the Cross-SemiGlobal Alignment Algorithm was the tuning of the
algorithm as it was represented as “Tune the Parameters”
process stage in Figure 5. See Figure 7 for the
improvement on the Cross-Semi Global Alignment
Algorithm which results to Hybridized-Cross-SemiGlobal Alignment Algorithm. This new algorithm was
combined with traditional Semi-Global Alignment
Algorithm. The variables that were used to execute the
matching process in the Intrusion Detection System are
six; User Block, Test Block, Match Score, Mismatch
Score, User Gap Score and Intrusion Gap Score. The first
four scores are generally referred to as the Scoring System
Parameters while the last two are manipulated scoring
system. This work made a significant improvement on the
Cross-Semi-Global Alignment Algorithm to get optimal
User Gap Score and Intrusion Gap Score.

3.2
Intrusion Detection Concept
This is the process of collecting data and information
about users and building a profile for each user. After the
completion of the process, the system matches the
legitimate user sequence of commands and the set of
commands that come from masquerader and cross
validate it with logs in the profile. The behaviour that
does not match that of the profile is flagged an attack. For
a masquerader to access resources on the victim’s
computer, he would have got the login credentials of a
legitimate user unlawfully. Also, the intruder would have
equal rights and privileges and would be bound by
security policies enforced on the entire system. The user
signatures were monitored over a period of time. Within
the period, the behaviours of user have been collected
with slight differences with the use of commands on the
system. The masquerader will attempt to mimic the
behaviour of the legitimate user in order to access the data
on the computer system for malicious activities without
the consent of the user [3]. At the point of navigating
through the system, the system will flag Intrusion alarm to
the administrator to alert him.

User Block/Signature: is the distinct set of commands or
characters of legitimate users that was collected from
SEA dataset.
Test Block/Signature: is the polluted set of commands
that is classified as masquerade in the SEA dataset.
The Match Score: is a positive score for reward of
perfect match of commands in the test block and the user
signature.
The Mismatch Score: is a penalty for any mismatch in
the command sequence of the test block and the user
signature.
The Intrusion Gap Score: is the penalty for presence of
gaps
within
the
test
block
The User Gap Score: is the penalty for presence of gaps
within the user block

3.3
Architectural Design for the Intrusion
Detection System
The user input access credentials to the computer system
regardless of the location of the computer system. If the
login credential is valid at the Access Control Engine, the
identity of the user will be verified at the Users’ Profile
repository. If the behaviour of the user corresponds to the
profile, he or she will be granted access to perform
operation. Otherwise, he or she will be directed to the
Administrator for verification, if found a legitimate user,
the user’s signatures will be updated in the Users’ Profile.
Also, if the login credentials of the user is not valid, the
user will be directed to the Administrator for access
credential update for genuine user, else, the System will
trigger Intrusion Alarm as shown in Figure 6.

The systems use the combined aforementioned four
parameters (the User Block, the Test Block, the Match
Score, the Mismatch Score) by alignment algorithm to
compute the optimal score. The optimal score is a value
function from the alignment of the test block and the user
sequence. This optimal score that was received from the
alignment was then compared with the threshold score to
determine if the test block is an intrusion block or not.

In Figure 5, the third stage (Design of Architecture and
System Core) and Figure 6 (Data Repository) describe the
working process of existing system. The existing system
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Metric 1: False Positive Metric [3]:

3.5
Threshold
Sequence
and
Score
The threshold sequence score was used as the benchmark
score for each user. The score was generated from the
learning phase and stored inside the User’s Profiles
labeled in Figure 6. It provides a window for users to use
unique or uncommon commands and provides update.
The range varies between 10% – 30%. In this work, the
scores of this alignment are computed using the scoring
values in table 2.
Nevertheless, the Intrusion Gap and Signature Gap are left
to Hybridized-Cross-Semi-Global Alignment to determine
from the training of the intrusion detection system on the
normal user threshold sequence of commands.

False
Figure 3.3:
Positiveoverall

False Positive Metric

… equation 1

where

fi denotes number of false positives;
ni denotes number of non-intrusion command
sequence blocks, and
u denotes number of users (50 in this case).
n denotes the total number of command
sequence blocks

3.6
Experiment Metrics and Test
This test focused on the effects of changing the various
parameters of the alignment algorithm on the false
positive and false negative rates. This approach makes a
significant contribution to intrusion detection because of it
manipulating parameters. To justify this approach with
other masquerade detection algorithms, metrics like False
Positive Rate, False Negative Rate (also known as True
positive), and the Hit Rate were adapted to check the
efficiency of
the Hybridized-Cross-Semi Global
Alignment Algorithm over other alignment methods.
i. A False Positive: is a block that does not include any
attack but the algorithm marked it as having a
masquerade.
ii. A False Negative: is a block that has a masquerade but
the algorithm marked it as not having a masquerade.
iii. A Hit is an attack block and the system properly
marked it as having a masquerade.

Metric 2: False Negative Metric [3]:

False
Negativeoverall

….

equation 2

where fn denotes number of false negatives;
ni denotes number of non-intrusion command sequence
blocks, and
u denotes number of users (50 in this case).
n denotes the total number of command sequence blocks
Metric 3: Hit Rate Metric [3]:

The statements below summarize the metric calculations
used by the algorithm.

HitRateoverall = 100 − FalseNegativeoverall.
..equation 3
False Positives, True positive and Hits were computed for
each user in the profile base, and translated into
proportional rates, and the sum and average values for all
iteration are evaluated for the 50 users.
3.7
Command Mismatch Scoring
The semi-global alignment algorithm was used and
performs to some extent without rewarding or penalizing
mismatches. These mismatches can be leveraged on to
better check how the extent at which the masquerade
block matches with the user’s profile, and as a result,
channel our technique to the limitation of masquerade
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detection. For customized mismatch scoring system,
Hybridized-Cross-Semi-Global Alignment Algorithm was
used to allow for the possibility that the legitimate user
may have interchanged one command with another in a
particular alignment. This allowed the system to punish
commands that are not as likely to be interchanged while
rewarding commands that have a good probability to be
interchanged with each other.

study, 50 users were used to experiment the HybridizedCross-Semi-Global Algorithm [3] [21] [22]. Each of the
50 users was given access to the Windows Operating
System based on their privileges and commands were
inputted on different occasions. The system audited the
logs of operations of the user and the commands were
converted to ASCII coded sequence of data. Authorized
user’s behaviours were imitated for all the users and the
average alignments were collected.

Mismatch Score Metric [3]:
3.10
Hybridized-Cross-Semi-Global
Alignment
Process
Figure 8 describes the process of training and
updating legitimate user’s data and validation of
authenticity of commands that were used on the system.
i. Data Set Collection: This phase collects users
signatures separately
ii. User Sequence: This phase collects individual
signature for different sessions and break
them into subsections
iii. Test Sequence: Alignment of substrings are
carried out in this phase
iv. Comparing of Data: This phase compares each
user’s signature against intrusion
v. Scoring Values: This is the optimal value for
each user for alignment
vi. Attacker: This is the sequence of masquerade
that is trying to gain access to the computer
network
vii. User: This is the legitimate user of a computer
system
viii. Update User Sequence: This phase is done by
Administrator in case user’s signature
changes.

M = Mismatch score
S = # of occurrences of the intrusion block
command in the user’s signature
C = # of distinct commands in the user’s
signature
M = [ S / (5000/C )] - 1
If (M > = 1) { M = 1 }

3.8
Legitimate User and Masquerader/Intruder
Behaviour Patterns
An intrusion detection system using pattern matching of
user behaviours has to be trained with the sequence of
audit generated from the user behavioural pattern of path
towards the information system. This process of training
the masquerade detection system (or IDS) is described as
the Learning Phase of the system. Once the system has
learnt the behavioural pattern of the legitimate user, the
score could be provided (often known to be threshold
score) for his behaviour based on the audit data.
Subsequent behaviours of the user around the system will
then be audited and scored. The best score (optimal score)
will be checked with the user threshold score. It is
assumed that, the best score of the normal user activities
will be within the neighbourhood of the threshold score
while the masquerader’s score will show a significant
drop from the normal user threshold score.

3.11
Window ASCII File
The Window ASCII file corresponding to the SEA dataset
is given in appendix A. The file contains 100 rows and 50
columns. Each column corresponds to one of the 50 users
of SEA dataset. Each row of the commands corresponds
to a group of hundred (100) commands. The commands
begin from position five thousand and one (5001) and end
at the position fifteen thousand (15000). The 0 and 1 are
used as the entry bits in the files. The 0 signals that the
corresponding hundred (100) commands are not
containing any attack by a masquerader and a 1 bit signals
that the commands are having intrusion.

3.9
SEA Dataset
To facilitate the result of this study in comparism with
other approach, Schonlau et.al. dataset was used. The
learning phase was carried out by Schonlau et. al., and it
leads to acceptable standard data for performance
evaluation of algorithms in Intrusion Detection. For this

3.12
Algorithm Implementation
This stage in the Evolutionary Model in figure 6 above is
where the new algorithm was implemented. It is evaluated
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to check for performance by stakeholders and can also be
deployed in the real environment. It is an iteration process
part of which this research was based upon. The
Algorithm undergoes Tuning process for better
performance. The results are evaluated till there is
conventional agreement that it has reached the optimal
limit.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Having identified the need to improve the security of data
stored on the system, there is a need to develop a system
that will detect intrusion. The Hybridized-Semi-Global
Alignment Algorithm was developed to improve on the
security of data. This is done by increasing the hit rate and
reducing the false positive.

Java programming language was used to implement the
algorithm for proper simulation. During the
implementation,
the
Hybridized-Cross-Semi-Global
Alignment was simulated first to get the optimal user gap
and intrusion gap scores since each user has different
behaviour. The variables, user_gap and intrusion_ gap
were passed as a parameter to Semi-Global Alignment
Algorithm. This process was iterated for the 50 users. The
GUI was designed to test the performance. The SEA
dataset was used to simulate the system and the results
showed that the algorithm performed well with hit rate of
about 90% and false positive of about 4.1 %. Windows
ASCII file and masquerade file were downloaded from
the link below to verify the test:
http://www.schonlau.net/masquerade/masquerade_summa
ry.txt

The output for the values for User Gap and Intrusion Gap
in Hybridized-Cross-Semi-Global Algorithm was passed
to Semi-Global Algorithm. The implementation of the
new algorithm was demonstrated using Java programming
language due to its support for object oriented design,
portability and user interface flexibility. Also, SEA
dataset with profiles of 50 users and Windows ASCII file
were used to test the performance of the new algorithm.
System GUI Design and Partition
To simulate the new system, the GUI was designed. The
system was divided into three components; Server, Client
and Masquerade Attacker as shown in figure 9.
Server
This component has a profile of the legitimate user
signature (50 users). The legitimate clients can connect
and manipulate files as they wish. The Server Interface is
shown in figure 10.
Client
This component is an interface where any user be it an
authorized user or an attacker can make attempt to login
to the system, send messages and carry out any other
activities if he is privileged. The Client Interface before
user login is shown in figure 11.
The Client Interface after User Login is shown in figure
12.
Masquerade Attacker
This component is an interface that checks the percentage
of hit rate to determine if the Client is a legitimate user or
an intruder and the graph is drawn as shown in figure 13.
The graph shown in figure 14 plots the similarity rate of
the alignment of the sequences.
Overall Performance
The performance of Hybridized Semi-Global Alignment
and Cross-Semi-Global Alignment Algorithm was
measured in hits and false positive. The experiment
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yielded a hits rate of about 90% and a 4.1% of false
positive. This was obtained by comparing a masquerade
location in the command blocks. Table 4 shows the results
of Hybridized Semi-Global Alignment and Cross-SemiGlobal Alignment Algorithm.

matching (alignment value divided by alignment length),
the maximum, minimum, and average gap length, the
overall figure for matching and mismatched sequences, in
addition to the overall figure for gaps in each of the
matched subsequences. These evaluations resolve
different aspects of the alliance which can be harnessed to
differentiate the user substrings from attacker substrings.

The results shown in Table 4 reflect the efficiency of the
Hybridized-Cross-Semi-Global Alignment.

Contribution to Knowledge
Having carried out this study, there are significant inputs
between the result of this study and the results from other
researchers. They are:
 The increase in hit rate between the HybridizedCross-Semi-Global Alignment Algorithm and
the Cross-Semi-Global Alignment Algorithm is
7.9%.
 The decrease in false positive rate is 1.3%.

The results shown in Table 5 reflect the efficiency of the
Hybridized Semi-Global Sequence Alignment Algorithm
when compared with other alignment algorithms.
In Table 5, the performance of the Hybridized-CrossSemi-Global Alignment Algorithm is being compared
with the performance of other alignment algorithms as
found in the literature [3] [18] [20].
Overall Performance
The performance of Hybridized-Cross-Semi-Global
Alignment and Semi-Global Alignment Algorithm was
measured in hits and false positive. The experiment
yielded a hits rate of about 90% and a 4.1% of false
positive. This was obtained by comparing a masquerade
location in the command blocks. Table 4 shows the
performance of the Hybridized-Cross-Semi-Global
Alignment Algorithm. In table 5, the performance of the
Hybridized-Cross-Semi-Global Alignment Algorithm is
being compared with the performance of other alignment
algorithms.

Recommendations
This work focused mainly on improving the Semi- Global
Alignment Algorithm to increase the percentage of hit
rate of matched sequences and reduce the index of false
positive and false negative. This system can be adopted
and be deployed to add to security of computer systems.
Future Works
This study was able to improve the Semi-Global
Alignment Algorithm, but researchers can improve on this
by combining Semi–Global Alignment and other
Techniques for possibility of having higher percentage of
hit rate and to also reduce the processing time.

V. CONCLUSION
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Table 1: Difference between Misuse and Anomaly detection [7].
Misuse Detection
use patterns of well-known
attacks (signatures) to identify
intrusions, any match with
signatures is reported as a
possible attack

Characteristics

Drawbacks

- False negatives
- Unable to detect new attacks
- Need signatures update
- Known attacks has to be
hand-coded
- Overwhelming security
Analysts

Anomaly Detection
use deviation from normal
usage patterns to identify
intrusions, any significant
deviations from the expected
behaviour are reported as
possible attacks
- False positives.
- Selecting the right set of
system features to be
measured
is ad hoc and based on
experience
- Has to study sequential
interrelation between
transactions
- Overwhelming security
Analysts

__GTGACATGCGAT__AAGAGG___CCTT__AGATCCGGATCTT
| ||| || |||| | ||
|||| |||| | |
|
GGGAGAC_TGCGATACAAG___TTACCTTGTAGATCTG_TCTT _

Key:_ gap
| match

Figure 1: Pairwise Sequence Alignment [3].
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Global Alignment:
--AGATCCGGATGGT--GTGACATGCGAT--AAG--AGGCGTT
||| | |
| ||||| |||||| ||| |
| ||
GTCCATCTG--TCTTGGGTGAC-TGCGATACAAGTTA--CCTT
Local Alignment:
_ _AGATCCGGATGGT__ GTGACATGCGATA _ _AG_ _AGGCGTT
||||| |||||| |
GTCCATCTG_ _ TCTTGG GTGAC_TGCGATA _CAAGTTA_ _CCTT

Figure 2: Difference between Global and Local Sequence Alignment [3].

Input: string Usersignature of length m, string IntrBlock of length n
1. Initialize a matrix, D, of type integer
2.
3.

for i=0 to m
for j=0 to n

4.

if(j=0 or i=0)

5.

D[i][j]=0;

6.

else

7.

If (j=n or i=m)

8.

top=D[i][j-1];

9.

left=D[i-1][j];

10.

else

11.

Top =D[i][j-1] – gUsersignature;

12.

Left =D[i-1][j] – gIntrBlock;

13.

if (top<0) top=D[i][j-1];

14.

if (left<0) left=D[i-1][j];

15.

diagonal =D[i-1][j-1] + matchScore(Usersignaturei-1,IntrBlockj-1);

16.

D[i][j]=maximum(top,left,diagonal);

17. return D[m][n];

Figure 3: Semi-Global Alignment Algorithm [3].
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1: Begin
3: Usersignature: normal user signature.
4: testSig: monitored command sequence for intrusion.
5: matchScore: the score for matches during the alignment.
6: misMatchScore: the score for mis-matches during the
alignment.
7: i: the score for the userGap.
8: j: the score for the intrusionGap.
9: OptimalValue(i, j): two dimensional array for storing
alignment scores corresponding to (i, j) combinations.
10:
11: // the algorithm logic is described below:
12: for i = −n to -1 step 1 do
13: for j = −n to -1 step 1 do
14: OptimalValue(i, j)=SemiglobalAlignment(Usersignature, testSig, matchScore, misMatchScore, i, j)
15: end for
16: end for
17: // determining the peak point(i, j)
18: for i = −n to -1 step 1 do
19: for j = −n to -1 step 1 do
20: if (max(OptimalV alue(i, j)) = OptimalScore)
then
21: PeakPoint = (i, j)
22: end if
23: return PeakPoint
24: end for
25: end for
26: End

Figure 4: Cross-Semi-Global Alignment Algorithm [18].
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Figure 5: Research Methodology Process
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Figure 6: Architectural Design for the Intrusion Detection System [8].

Table 2: Parameters and Scores

Parameter
Match
Mismatch
Threshold

Score
1
0
10%
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1: Begin
2: // the list of method parameters are given below:
3: Usersignature: normal user signature.
4: testSig: monitored command sequence for intrusion.
5: matchScore: the score for matches during the alignment.
6: misMatchScore: the score for mis-matches during the alignment.
7: i: the score for the userGap.
8: j: the score for the intrusionGap.
9: OptimalValue(i, j): two dimensional array for storing alignment scores corresponding to (i, j) combinations.
10:
11: // the algorithm logic is described below:
12: for i = 1 to n+1 step 1 do
13: for j = 1 to n+1 step 1 do
14: OptimalValue(i, j)=SemiglobalAlignment(Usersignature, testSig,matchScore,misMatchScore, i, j)
15: end for
16: end for
17: // determining the peak point(i, j)
18: for i = 1 to n+1 step 1 do
19: for j = 1 to n+1 step 1 do
20: if (max(OptimalV alue(i, j)) = OptimalScore)
then
21: PeakPoint = (i, j)
22: end if
23: return PeakPoint
24: end for
25: end for
26: End nation of (i, j).

Figure 7: The Hybridized-Cross-Semi-Global Alignment Algorithm
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Figure 8: Process of Training and Updating legitimate user’s data and validation of authenticity of
command.

Table 3: Difference between the Cross-Semi-Global Alignment Algorithm and Hybridized SemiGlobal Sequence Alignment Algorithm

Line
Code

Cross-Semi-Global
Alignment Algorithm

Hybridized Semi-Global Sequence
Alignment Algorithm

12

for i = −n to -1 step 1 do

for i = 1 to n+1 step 1 do

13

for j = −n to -1 step 1 do

for j = 1 to n+1 step 1 do

18

for i = −n to -1 step 1 do

for i = 1 to n+1 step 1 do

19

for ij= −n to -1 step 1 do

for j = 1 to n+1 step 1 do
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Figure 9: The System Interface

Figure 10: The Server Interface
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Figure 11: The Client Interface before User Login
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Figure 12: The Client Interface after User Login

Figure 13: Checking the Hit Rate.
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Figure 14: The Alignment Rate Graph

Figure 15: User1 Profile (Uncompressed Commands, Equivalent of Figure 7 above)
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Table 4: Performance of Hybridized-Cross-Semi-Global Alignment Algorithm

Data
Type of Data

Schonlau Dataset
Truncated

Training Data

5000 commands

Testing Data
Block Size

10000 commands
100

Hit Rate
False Positive

90%
4.10%

Table 5: Comparison with other Alignment Algorithms
Algorithm

Hit Rate
90.00%

False Positive
4.10%

84.40%
82.10%

5.20%
5.40%

Semi Global Alignment
Bayes 1-Step Markov

75.80%
69.30%

7.70%
6.70%

Naïve Bayes (no updating)
Naïve Bayes (updating)
Hybrid Markov

66.20%
61.50%
49.30%

4.60%
1.30%
3.20%

IPAM
Uniqueness

41.10%
39.40%

2.70%
1.40%

Sequence Matching
Compression

36.80%
34.20%

3.70%
5.00%

Hybridized-Cross-Semi-Global Alignment
Data – Driven Semi- Global Alignment
Cross Semi Global Alignment
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APPENDIX
APPENDIX A - Window ASCII File

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 0
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000100000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000100000000000000010000000000000000
00000000000000000100000000000000010000000000000000
000000000000000001000000000000000 10000000000000000
00000000000000000100000000000000010000000000000000
00000000000000000100000000000000010000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000001000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000000000000 00000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000001000000000
00000000000000010000000000000000000000001000000000
00000000000000010000000000000000000000001000000000
00000000000000010000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000100000000000000000000000000000 00000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000010000000000000000000000000000000000000100000
00000010000000000000000000000000000000000000100000
00000010000000000000000000000000000000000000100000
00000010000000000000000000000000000000000000100000
00000010010000000000000000000000000000000010100000
00000010010000000000000000000000000000000010000000
00000010010000000000000000000 000000000000010000000
00000010010000000000000000000000000000000010000000
00000010110000000000000000000000000000000010000000
00000010110000000000000000000100000000000011000000
00000010110000000000000000000100000000000010000000
00000010110000000000000000000100000 000000010000000
00000000110000000000000000000000000000000010000000
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00000000110000000000000000000000000000000010000000
00000000110000000000000000000000000000000010000000
00000000110000000000000000000000000000000010000000
001000001100000000000000000000000000000
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ABSTRACT

This research designed and implemented a multi-layered security enterprise resource planning (ERP) system for
mission critical applications. This was achieved by first carrying out a comprehensive review on the already existing
enterprise applications such as Oracle 11g and Telvida Open source Enterprise Resource Planning to ascertain if
there is any limitation associated with them. Poor security in terms of its architecture and security algorithm were
the major drawback identified with the existing systems, making them unsecured for the critical assets of most
mission critical organizations. A multi-layer security architecture as well as encrypt_cypher algorithm and One Time
Password (OTP) were therefore proposed as solutions to the identified problems. The cryptographic algorithm,
known as encrypt_cypher algorithm, which is based on Message Digest 5 (MD5) algorithm was developed. It was
then deployed along side with OTP to improve the security of the re-engineered (multi-layered) ERP system. The
proposed ERP system was implemented using Hypertext Preprocessor (PHP), Hypertext Markup Language
(HTML), Structured Query Language (SQL) and Apache Web server technologies. The result showed that with the
MSS, one is required to have appropriate authentication vis-a-vis authority encapsulated both in the normal
password (encrypt_cypher algorithm) and as well as one time password (OTP) before each of the internal modules of
the ERP system could be accessed. This is an improvement on the existing ERP where one level of security is
required to access the whole internal modules within the ERP system. This work shows that with this proposed ERP
system with a re-engineered network model, an efficient, service-oriented, and business responsive goals will be met.
Keywords: Mission critical

application, Algorithm, ERPs, Multi-layered, Enterprise, MCAs, architecture,

encrypt_cypher
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enterprise organization where they are deployed, thereby
making it unreliable for enterprise critical assets security.
A better solution to this security gap is multi-layered
security, which implements multiple, overlapping security
solutions so that ones most-critical assets are buried deep
behind several lines of defence. The author in [4]
presented a framework (SecWater) to assist in the design
of secure water treatment. This framework enables plant
designers to secure the entire Supervisory Control and
Data Acquisition (SCADA) infrastructure using multilayer security architecture. The framework consists of
seven layers, which ranges from SL0 to SL6. Layer SL0
provides the first line of defence against cyber-attacks
while SL5 and SL6 provide real-time control when an
attack is detected, while the intermediate layers enable
the detection of cyber and physical attacks, making the
system secured. This security framework is actually
designed to be applied in the control system domain.it
was not developed with ERP in mind.

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past few decades, some advancements have been
recorded in the business world with the advent of cloud
computing and Mission Critical Applications (MCAs)
such as Enterprise Resource Planning Systems (ERP
system). Mission critical applications refer to any
application whose failure will result in the failure of
business operations of an organization where it is
deployed [1]. For example, communication system is
mission critical to any online business in the sense that no
online business will strive when its communication
system is down, and to water Filtration Company, it will
seize to operate if its filtering system goes down or suffers
downtime, which invariably means that such system is
critical to an organization’s mission. Mission Critical
Applications (MCA) are deployed in real time
environment for data processing, they offer lots of service
advantages to various enterprise organizations such as
military, medicine etc.

This paper therefore proposes a multi-layered security
architecture as well as secure algorithm (encrypt_cypher
algorithm) encapsulating OTP, as a solution to the
security challenges of the existing ERP system.

For the purpose of this research a typical example of a
Mission Critical Application known as Enterprise
Resource Planning (ERP) is adopted. ERP system is an
integrated, configurable and customizable information
system which houses all the critical assets of an
organization enabling them to plan, take decisions, as well
as manage all their business processes [2]. A typical ERP
system consists of modules like human resources,
accounting, inventory management, purchasing, payroll,
sales etc. This shows that ERP forms the hub of the
business activities of every enterprise organization. It
allows easy access to information, better customer
satisfaction, as well as increase in productivity. Amidst
the numerous advantages offered by ERP systems, the
issue of security remains the greatest challenge of this
system.

2. REVIEW OF THE EXISTING ERP SYSTEM
ARCHITECTURE
Rudimentary understanding of the term ‘architecture’
conjures up images of the actual physical construction of
a building; the external shape, and the layout of the rooms
within that building [2]. Figure 1 below, shows the
structure of a typical ERP system. It describes different
layers where every aspect of functionality may fit. The
architectural framework of figure 1 is composed of
different layers that any enterprise solution in the market
must satisfy in order to ensure flexibility and extensibility
of the system. It describes how the application layer of the
Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model should be
implemented in ERP, but has nothing to do with the other
layers of the OSI model.

The author of [3] revealed that over 95% of the ERP
systems analysed were exposed to vulnerabilities enabling
cyber-attackers to take full control of the Business. He
also pointed at a case where students were charged with
hacking PeopleSoft to fix grades [3]. All these attribute to
the fact that some of these existing ERPs deploy a singlelayer security architecture, as a means of securing the
critical assets of the enterprise organisations where they
are deployed. This architecture has been proven to be
loose and easy to hack. With this architecture, to have
access to all the embedded modules and sub modules one
needs to pass through only one security check, which if
hacked, one can have access to all the critical assets of the
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services must be accomplished through this layer. This is
usually referred to as Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) layer.
• Exposure Layer: this layer is responsible for exposing
the available applications from the application layers into
services (e.g. web services, com+ components, EJB). All
applications are therefore decoupled from their underlying
environment and made available through request response
interaction mode.
• Business Layer: this layer is responsible for executing
the basic functionality that represents an organization’s
business needs. In the context of an ERP solution, this
layer represents the fundamental modules offered by the
solution such as Human Resource, Finance, Projects, and
Sales. Every one of these modules must be a standalone
application that is not aware of any other modules.
• Data Access Layer: this layer is responsible for
managing the interaction between application and
database. So, if different database technologies are used
(e.g. SQL, Oracle), this layer will manage the
connectivity with the corresponding source.

Policy layer

Orchestration layer

Communication layer

Exposure layer

Business layer

Date access layer

2.1 RELATED WORKS
The work in [5] gave a clearer and broader definition of
an ERP system. It is defined as an integrated, configurable
and customizable information system which plans and
manages all the resources in the enterprise, streamlines
and incorporates the business processes within and across
the functional or technical departments in the
organization. The work highlighted the needs for ERP
systems, the need for security in ERP systems, as well as
the different areas to be secured, like network layer,
presentation layer, and application layer.
The work in [6] presents Role-Based Access Control
(RBAC) as the security access used in most current ERPs,
but with different enhancement settings [7]. The authors
in [8] showed that RBAC model has these following
components: permission, roles, users and constraints. The
work in [9] presented a web-based framework which uses
object oriented approach on Model View Controller
(MVC) architecture to decouple and create partition
independence so as to improve on the ERP system
performance and security. In this framework there is clear
separation between business logic and presentation logic
which provide flexibility to the system. It deploys a rolebased identity as a security measure. However this work
lacks authentication measure to ascertain if the user is
actually the right user to access the given roles and
privileges assigned.
The authors of [10] presented cloud computing as a cost
effective approach to implementing enterprise web
application, using ERP as a case study. They were able to

Figure 1: Architectural Layers of Enterprise Solution [2]

Each layer is independent from the surrounding ones in
terms of main functionality. The description of these
layers is as follows:
• Policy Layer: this layer is responsible for defining the
privileges for accessing services. A different level of
access rights can therefore be granted at this layer
according to the defined policy. So, users can work on a
pre-defined set of services assigned to them as per their
roles in the overall organizational structure.
• Orchestration Layer: this layer defines the business
processes that are employed by an organization. It is
responsible for establishing the sequence by which
services are going to be invoked to satisfy business
requirements. For example, an attendance service might
need to issue a request to a finance service to deduct a
certain amount from an employee salary. This process is
defined at the orchestration layer to feed into the payroll
system.
• Communication Layer: the communication layer is
responsible for establishing the necessary patterns and
routing protocols that enable service discovery and
interaction. It defines the policies that comply with the
standards adopted by vendors. Any interaction between
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show that running enterprise web application on the cloud
is relatively cheaper, in the context of cost of IT
infrastructure, installation, upgrade, maintenance as well
as the cost of deploying human resources to manage it
besides moderate performance. However, the work in [10]
did not take care of security of ERP application, which is
of paramount importance to any enterprise organization.
The work done in [11], presented a two layered
architecture with AVEK as a security measure so as to
make the system difficult for intruder to access the
system, but did not consider situation where someone gets
the password by chance and thereby having access to the
system. It shows some level of insecurity of the ERP
system developed.
In all the reviews carried out, it was observed that ERP
security remains the greatest challenge facing ERP
systems.

In other to realize the proposed system, combined process
model called waterfall reused model, which comprises of
both the waterfall model and reuse model of System
Development Life Cycle (SDLC) was used. The Waterfall
Reuse model SDLC approach is made up of the following
steps:
 Requirement
 Specification
 Design
 Implementation
 Testing
4. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
The proposed ERP model, as shown in figure 3, was
improved by introducing layer-2 authentication, based on
Encrypt_cypher Algorithm/OTP as a security check to
access the internal modules of the various ERP modules
of the system. The proposed system comprises of six (6)
modules which include human resource (HR), sales,
manufacturing, logistics, audit and marketing. Each of
these modules comprises of various sub modules, housing
the critical assets of the enterprise organizations. The
subsystem of ERP HR includes recruitment, payroll,
performance, HR intelligence, vacancies and trainings.
The subsystem of ERP manufacturing includes products,
raw materials, finished products, manufacturing schedule,
and dispatch. The subsystem of ERP Sales includes sales
order, cashbook, billing, etc. The subsystem of ERP
marketing includes inventory, customers, distributors,
marketing research, products and prices, advertising, and
orders.
From the block diagram of figure 3, the layer-1
authentication as shown in figure 10 utilizes the
connection framework of figure 4 for security validation.
The users are required to supply their login details.
Afterwards, the grid control or the logic instance then
connects the user process to the server process having met
all the layer security requirements. As shown in figure 3,
this work used Encrypt_cypher algorithm to encrypt user
login details from the server process. Firstly, the user
process is initialized before the validation by
Encrypt_cypher algorithm from the server process at the
backend. After the validation, to access any module of the
CloudMesh will require another authentication by
Encrypt_cypher algorithm with OTP. All the
Encrypt_cypher algorithm passkeys are securely stored in
the server. Connecting to the server follows the
framework shown in figure 4.

3. METHODOLOGY
This research work first of all carried out investigations
on the ERPs already been used by enterprise organization,
as well as the methodology used in achieving them. It was
discovered that the already existing ERPs have just a
single layer security architecture as shown in figure 2
below.

Users
ERP system
Layer 1 security check

Is it
true?

N
O

YE
S
Access all internal
modules

Figure 2: Existing ERP
architecture [12]
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=
Client

Middle
tier

Server

......................................... (1)

From the above equation
.} Represents the
Encrypt_cypher algorithm which acts upon the input
(MD5 hash value) to convert it from 128 bit of
strings to 512 bit of strings. Essentially it is a function of
function that has concatenation and interpose operators
embedded in it.

Figure 4: User Instance Server Connection
Represents input from MD5 algorithm, which is a
sequence of numbers of 128-bit or 32 hexadecimal hash
value.

4.1 SYSTEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
 Security Model of the System
This paper formulated a security algorithm called
encrypt_cypher algorithm. The formulated algorithm is
based on MD5 algorithm which was designed by
originally by Ronald Rivest in 1991 to replace an earlier
hash function, MD4 [13]. The MD5 message-digest
algorithm is a widely used cryptographic hash function
producing a 128-bit hash value, typically expressed in text
format as a 32 digit hexadecimal number. With this hash
length, cranking may be a bit easier, hence the need for
the hash value to be lengthen further so as to make it very
difficult to crack. The formulated algorithm is capable of
generating a hash value of 512-bit expressed as 128-digit
hexadecimal number, which is four times lengthier than
MD5 algorithm.

While
Represents the output of Encrypt_cypher
algorithm, which is 512-bit of strings or 128 hexadecimal
hash value.
At the first instance, the Encrypt_cypher algorithm acts on
the input signal
with n-bits to duplicate it into four
signals of the same characteristics represented by w, x, y,
z. This is done by introducing a duplicating operator
called , which is a Boolean OR operator.
This therefore implies that:
……….….. (2)
At the second instance a concatenating operator
is
introduced, which acts on the output components from
equation (2) to concatenate the first two signals
(
) and the last two signals (
) as shown in
equation (3) and (5).

The Encrypt_cypher algorithm generation consists of four
major processes:
• Duplication process
• Concatenation process
• Interpose process
• Concatenation process
 Mathematical
Formulation
Encrypt_cypher Algorithm
X (n) (128-BIT)

……………….… (3)
where is a symbol of concatenation
Let
and
, where
and
is the lower nibble and the upper nibble of
respectively containing n bit, therefore

for

………………………...... (4)
…….…………… (5)

Y (n) (512-BIT)

Also let
and
, where
and
is the lower nibble and the upper nibble of
respectively containing n bit, therefore
……………..……….......... (6)

Fig 5: Encrypt_cypher algorithm high level model
The mathematical formulation
algorithm is giving below:

for

Then at the third instance an operator µ is introduced to
act on both the signals from equation (4) and (6) to
perform the function of interposing (bit swapping).

encrypt_cypher
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Therefore,

Dreamweaver, like other HTML editors, edits files locally
then uploads them to the remote web server using FTP,
SFTP, or WebDAV. It can run in Windows, Mac OS,
Linux, and Solaris. The CloudMesh is written with PHP
and HTML programming language in Dreamweaver and
as such can run on any system.

………………………....... (7)
…………………….…...... (8)
Finally

and

are concatenated giving rise to

5. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

. (9)

In this work, we setup the Dreamweaver platform while
enabling two major interfaces as shown below;
1. The library which comprises of MySQL server
connector, ASP VB script and XAMPP shell.
2. Configuration files which comprises of XML
and CSS.

The transfer function stated in equation (1) performs the
function of modifying the input signal X (n) into a more
secured output X (n) (512-Bit). With this model the one
can build upon it to increase the hash value to any value
of one’s choice.
 One-Time Password security integration
(OTP)
In the bid to beef up security in the proposed cloudmesh
ERP, OTP was integrated. In implementing OTP in this
work, software based approach was adopted. This
involves the use of a software algorithm to generate codes
in a random manner from a predefined set of numbers.
This work deploys the predefined syntaxes resident in
PHP like Randomstring and strlen to develop the
algorithm for the OTP generation. The steps involved are
as follows:
 Generation of random numbers from 0-9
 User table updating
 OTP sending via a sms gateway.
 ERP Administration Tools

The following administration tools were used in the
implementation of the ERP;
 Hypertext Preprocessor (PHP) My Admin
 XAMP Control Panel
 Database Connection Bridge.
 SQL server
 Hypertext markup Language (HTML)
For the Compilation and Running of HTML/PHP Codes
for the development of the cloudmesh ERP, Adobe
Dreamweaver IDE was adopted. Adobe Dreamweaver
IDE is a proprietary web development tool developed by
Adobe Systems. It is compliant with W3C standards and
it supports Web technologies such as CSS, JavaScript,
and various server-side scripting languages and
frameworks including ASP (ASP JavaScript, ASP
VBScript, ASP.NET C#, ASP.NET VB), ColdFusion,
Scriptlet, HTML and PHP.

Figure 6 shows the snapshot of Dreamweaver start up page
for ERP and Figure 7 shows the snapshot of ERP coding
pages. Figure 8 and figure 9 shows the snapshots of XAMP
My SQL database for ERP database structure for the server.
In this case, the XAMPP Control panel provides our
database and is configured in the grid panel to interface
with MySQL connector of our development environment.
Figure 10 and 11 show the snap shot for ERP layer-1
Authentication page without login details (username and
PASSWORD) and ERP layer-1 Authentication page with
login details (username and PASSWORD) respectively,
while Figure 12 shows the ERP grid control panel for ERP
modules, Figure 13, 14, 15 and 16 shows ERP HR layer-2
Authentication page (username and PASSWORD, which
leads to another level of authentication using OTP), OTP
login without details and with details, and finally ERP HR
Subsystem layer-2 attributes (lunches on account of correct
OTP) respectively. This same goes for all other sub
modules.
From the snap shots below, it showed that with Multilayered Security ERP System, one is required to have
appropriate authentication vis-a-vis authority to have access
to the internal modules of the ERP system. To access (log
in) this ERP system, the right password must first be
supplied and then to access any of the internal modules
another password is required which is peculiar to the each
modules, which if ascertained correct an OTP is sent to the
phone number of the authorised user, which will now be
inputted as a final security check to have access to the
particular internal module of the ERP.
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Figure 6: Dreamweaver start up page

Figure 8: XAMP My SQL database

Figure 9: ERP logical table storage
Figure 7: ERP coding pages
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Figure 10: ERP layer-1 Authentication page without login
details (username and PASSWORD)

Figure 12: ERP grid control panel for CloudMesh ERP
modules

Figure 13: ERP HR layer-2 Authentication page
(username and PASSWORD)

Figure 11: ERP layer-1 Authentication page with login
details (username and PASSWORD)
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Figure 14: ERP HR layer-2 Authentication page without
details (OTP login)

Figure 16: ERP HR Subsystem layer-2 attributes

6. DISCUSSION
It is obviously clear from the review of related works, that
the existing ERP systems have only one layer of security
check, which depicts that the conventional systems are not
a reliable and also vulnerable to attackers. In the existing
system if one breaks through this first security layer, then
access is granted to all the critical assets of the
organization where it is deployed. With this kind of
security architecture vulnerability is inevitable. Figures
17, 18 and 19 shows one layer security concepts of the
existing system.

Figure 15: ERP HR layer-2 Authentication page with details
(OTP login).
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Figure 18: Telvida OpenERP sub modules

Figure 17: Telvida OpenERP one layer security
architecture
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proposed work is more secured and efficient, which is
based on multi-layered security architecture with a more
tight security algorithm (Encrypt_cypher algorithm and
OTP). It has different levels of authentication which are
required to be met so as to access to the critical assets
embedded in it.

7. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented the design and
implementation of a multi-layered security enterprise
resource planning (ERP) system for mission critical
applications. It is an improved ERP system with robust
process architecture while leveraging on encrypt_cypher
algorithm and One Time Password (OTP) for a more
secured system, liveraging on Hypertext Preprocessor
(PHP), Hypertext Markup Language (HTML), Structured
Query Language (SQL) and Apache Web server
technologies for its implementation.
In this work block diagrams and algorithm were
formulated and implemented using PHP and HTML
programming languages. Essentially, the work showed the
limitations of existing ERP model based on their security
and architectural designs. Besides, the system
architecture, a modified and more secured security
algorithm (Encrypt_cypher algorithm) and One Time
Password (OTP) incorporation were deployed to reduce
possible vulnerabilities associated with the already
existing ERPs. Future work will focus on evaluating the
techniques of cloud integration and effectiveness in
production environments. Empirical evaluations would
allow for comparing the performance of the different
ERPs when they are subjected to real-world attack and
legitimate inputs for evaluation.

Figure 19: Telvida Open ERP Business processes based
layer-1 encryption.
This work argues that a one layer security architecture is
insufficient to protect critical data asset of an
organization, particularly in this dispensation where
online web vulnerabilities are on the increase. But this
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[13] Wikipedia. (2016, June 02). MD5. Retrieved
June 08, 2016, from en.wikipedia.org:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MD5
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ABSTRACT

Electrocardiogram (ECG) waveform can be defined as graphical presentation of the heart activity over time. During
ECG signal acquisition, some unwanted signals known as noise are mixed with the pure ECG signal.
Electromyography (EMG) noise is a type of noise often encountered during ECG acquisition. EMG noise is
particularly very difficult to suppress as it has very wide frequency spectrum between 6 Hz to as high as 10 kHz which
overlaps with ECG frequency components. Accurate analysis and diagnosis of heart diseases becomes difficult due to
these noise or artifacts. Therefore, there is need for noise suppression which is an inverse problem and is a signal
recovery task. Several threshold shrinkage functions have been proposed for ECG signal de-noising in the wavelet
transform domain. These include Hard Threshold Shrinkage Function (HTSF), Soft Threshold Shrinkage Function
(STSF), Garrote Threshold Shrinkage Function (GTSF) and Hyperbola Threshold Shrinkage Function (HYTSF). In
this work, a Modified Garrote Threshold Shrinkage Function (MGTSF) is developed for EMG noise suppression in
ECG signal. The aim is to yield a better signal recovery with higher Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) and Gain. In
MGTSF, the universal threshold t is optimized by a tuning constant . The performance of MGTSF is studied and is
compared with existing threshold shrinkage functions with the aid of six ECG test signals. Optimum tuning constant
is found to be 0.4. MGTSF is found to be effective for suppression of Electromyography (EMG) Noise in ECG signal.
MGTSF yielded higher Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) and Gain compared with HTSF, STSF, GTSF and HYTSF.
Keywords: Electrocardiogram (ECG), Electromyography (EMG) Noise Suppression, Threshold Shrinkage Function,
Wavelet Transform, Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR).
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electrocardiography is a technique of recording the bioelectric current generated by the heart [1, 2]. It is a surface
measurement of the electric potential generated by electrical
activity in cardiac tissue which is caused by current flow in
the form of ions. Electrocardiogram (ECG) waveform can be
defined as graphical presentation of the heart activity over
time [1, 2]. It is recorded by placing electrodes on the human
body at certain points, and then measuring the potential
difference between the electrodes caused by the
depolarisations and repolarisations of the heart.
ECG waveform consists of six peaks and valleys namely P,
Q, R, S, T and U as shown in Fig.1. Q, R and S are grouped
together as QRS complex and it’s the most important feature
of an ECG signal. The ECG signal is divided into various
segments as illustrated in Fig. 1. These segments represent
different activities of the heart. For example, the P wave
indicates atrial depolarization. The QRS complex and T
waves indicate ventricular depolarization and ventricular
repolarization respectively [3, 4, 5].

which the noise is added in Fig. 2 is merely symbolic.
Actually, the noise can enter the system at any point in the
system.
(1)

Fig. 2 Corruption of ECG Signal with noise.
There are many types of noise. These include artifacts due to
muscle activities called electromyogram (EMG) and Power
line interference caused by 50Hz/60Hz frequency of AC
power supply inherent in our mains supply [4,7]. Baseline
wander is another type of noise. Baseline wander is caused by
placement of lead on bone, chest movement during
respiration, restless movement, and improper grounding of
patient’s bed and equipment [8, 9]. Other types of noise are
Channel noise and Electrode motion induced noise. EMG
noise is particularly very difficult to suppress as it has very
wide frequency spectrum between 6Hz to as high as 10 kHz
which overlaps with ECG frequency components [10, 11].
The available ECG signal, X(n) of Eqn. (1) and Fig. 2 is not
the same as the original ECG signal, S(n).
Accurate analysis and diagnosis of heart diseases becomes
difficult due to these artifacts. Therefore, there is need for
noise suppression. Noise suppression is an inverse problem;
given X(n), deduce S(n). It’s a signal recovery task.

Fig. 1 ECG waveform [6].
Analysis of the electrical activities of the heart gives
information about the health status of the heart. These
electrical activities are displayed as waveform on
Electrocardiogram (ECG) device monitor. ECG signal is
acquired non-invasively through sensors. During ECG signal
acquisition, some unwanted signals known as noise are
inadvertently picked up as illustrated in Fig. 2 and as
described in Eqn. (1). β is noise amplification factor which is
a real number. β=30 is used in this work to simulate
noticeable mix of the noise with the test signals. The point at
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Many efforts have been made in this direction and many
noise-suppression techniques were developed among which
are the adaptive filtering techniques such as Recursive Least
Squares (RLS), Least Mean Square (LMS), and Normalized
Least Mean Square (NLMS) [9, 12]. Data driven techniques
such as Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) with
Bayesian and Kalman filters for noise reduction were
comparatively studied in [8]. EMD was found to be most
suitable for ECG with high frequency noise [8].
Independent Component analysis (ICA) is a statistical
approach proposed in [3] to suppress ECG noise. To preserve
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the characteristic ECG signal features, especially the QRS
complex, the Wavelet transform technique has become very
popular [10, 13]. Joy used Wavelet Transform and improved
threshold function approach to reduce electromyography
(EMG) artifacts from ECG signal [11]. Mithun et al. used
Wavelet noise filtering technique with a combined effect of
hard and soft thresholding functions to suppress EMG noise
as well as motion artifacts in ECG signal [14]. This approach
doesn’t require prior knowledge of signal and noise
characteristics like in adaptive filters.
Donoho and Johnstone developed the universal threshold
value estimator [15]. Donoho proposed several wavelet
shrinkage methods among which are Hard and Soft threshold
functions which are very useful in the application of wavelet
transform for noise suppression [16]. Ustundaug et al.
discovered that interval dependent threshold performs better
than hard and soft wavelet shrinkage techniques for very
weak ECG signal [17].
In this paper, a Modified Garrote Threshold Shrinkage
Function (MGTSF) is developed for EMG noise suppression
in ECG signal. The aim is to yield a better signal recovery
with higher Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). The performance of
MGTSF is studied and is compared with some conventional
threshold shrinkage functions such as Hard Threshold
Shrinkage Function (HTSF), Soft Threshold Shrinkage
Function (STSF), Garrote Threshold Shrinkage Function
(GTSF) and Hyperbola Threshold Shrinkage Function
(HYTSF).
II. WAVELET TRANSFORM AND
FUNCTION DENOISING SCHEME

SHRINKAGE

Fig. 3 shows the wavelet transform and shrinkage function
ECG de-noising scheme. The corrupted ECG signal X(n)
which is a 1 by 2N sequence is the input to the scheme. L
layers Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) [18-23] convert

X(n) to Y(n) which is also a 1 by 2N sequence. Y(n) is
partitioned into Detail Coefficients Yd(n) and Approximation
coefficient Ya(n). Ya(n) is kept intact while Yd(n) is been
modified by certain parameters and a shrinkage function to
become Ydm(n). These parameters are deduced from Yd(n)
itself. Ya(n) and Ydm(n) are recombined to yield Yp(n).
Yp(n) is converted to Sr(n) by L stages Inverse Discrete
Wavelet Transform (IDWT) [18-23]. Sr(n) is the recovered
ECG signal which is expected to be very close to the true or
original ECG signal S(n) of Fig. 2. Preservation of the
important features of the signal such as the QRS complex is
very crucial and is secured using this noise suppression
scheme. This filtering scheme is adaptable for portable hard
ware implementation as it’s computationally not complex.
2.1 Wavelet Transform
A wavelet is defined as a small wave whose energy is
concentrated in time. Wavelet is a tool for the analysis of
transient, non-stationary or time-varying phenomena. There
are various wavelet families such as Haar, Daubechies (Db),
Sinc, Gaussian and Mexican Hat as shown in Fig. 4 [15].
Haar is used in this work. The signal X(n) is decomposed into
two parts in each of L layers of wavelet decomposition as
illustrated in Fig. 5. One is the approximate part (A) which
contains the low-frequency information of the signal and the
other is the details part (D) which contains the high-frequency
information of the signal. A and D are obtained from the low
pass (lp) and the high pass (hp) filters respectively. The
relative dimensions of A and D after each layer of
decomposition are indicated in Fig. 5. The formation of Ya(n)
and Yd(n) from A’s and D’s for L = 1, L =2 and L =3 are also
indicated in Fig. 5; Ya(n) and Yd(n) for L > 3 can be obtained
in a similar manner. Total number of elements in both Ya(n)
and Yd(n) is 2N. MATLAB code “wavedec” implements
wavelet transformation to convert X(n) to Ya(n) and Yd(n)
[24].

Fig. 3 Wavelet Transform and Shrinkage Function ECG De-noising Scheme.
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Fig. 4 Some wavelet families.

Fig. 5 Block diagram of three layers wavelet decomposition [25].
2.2 Wavelet Shrinkage Parameters



One of the most popular shrinkage policy proposed by
Donoho and Johnstone is the Universal threshold while the
standard functions are the Hard Threshold Shrinkage
Function (HTSF) and Soft Threshold Shrinkage Function
(STSF) [25, 26]. However, several other policies such as
Stein’s Unbiased Risk Estimator (SURE) and shrinkage
threshold functions such as Hyperbola Threshold Shrinkage
Function (HYTSF) and Garrote Threshold Shrinkage
Function (GTSF) were later developed [26, 27]. The
Universal threshold t is given as in Eqn. (2). A sequence
Yd1(n) is generated from Y(d) as given by Eqn. (3). σ is
defined as the noise level and is given by Eqn. (4) [15, 17,
26]. λ is proposed in this work as a modification of the
universal threshold value which is given as in Eqn. (5). The
universal threshold t [16, 17, 19, 28] is a widely accepted
threshold limit and it is optimized in this work by a tuning
constant, .

median [Yd 1 (n)]
0.6745

(4)
(5)

where

is a tuning constant.

is in the range 0.2 to 1.0.

2.3 Threshold Shrinkage Function
A Shrinkage function is used to modify the details part Yd(n)
to give Ydm(n). Existing shrinkage functions include HTSF,
STSF, HYTSF and GTSF which are given by Eqns. (6), (7),
(8) and (9) respectively [4,15,16,26,27]. In this work, a
Modified Garrote Threshold Shrinkage Function (MGTSF) is
introduced as given by Eqn. (10). Modified universal
threshold (λ) and noise level (σ) are used in MGTSF. The
wavelet transform and shrinkage function ECG de-noising
scheme is coded into a software program in MATLAB
working environment.

(2)
(6)
where N is the length of the detail coefficients.

Yd 1 (n)  Yd (n)  median[Yd (n)]

(3)
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(14)

(8)

(15)

(9)

(10)
2.4 Performance Metric

Fig. 6 Electromyography (EMG) Noise [32].

Filtering Scheme performance is evaluated using Signal to
Noise Ratio (SNR) measured in dB. SNRc of Eqn. (11)
compares the acquired or corrupted ECG signal X(n) with the
true or original ECG signal S(n). SNRr of Eqn. (12) compares
the filtered or recovered ECG signal Sr(n) with the true or
original ECG signal S(n). The filtering Gain is given by Eqn.
(13) [10, 11, 17, 29, 30, 31].

3.2 Determination of Optimal Tuning Constant

(11)

(12)

The six test ECG signals were corrupted with the EMG noise
of Fig. 6. MGTSF scheme with varying values of the tuning
constant (α) were used to filter the noisy signals. The Gain
obtained with different Values of α for the six test ECG
signals are presented in Table 1 and Fig. 7. A careful study of
Table 1 and Fig. 7 give 0.4 as the optimum value of the
tuning constant which gave the highest Gain for the six test
signals.
Table.1: Variation of Gain with Tuning Constant for the Six
Test ECG Signals.
Tunning
Constant

(13)
III. TESTS, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Electromyography (EMG) Noise and ECG Test
Signals
The wavelet transform and shrinkage function ECG denoising scheme is rigorously tested with six test ECG signals
obtained from Massachusetts Institute of Technology-Beth
Israel Hospital, MIT-BIH arrhythmia database [32, 33]. ECG
signals with data record no 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, and 105
in the MIT-BIH arrhythmia data base were selected in this
work as test ECG signals S1(n), S2(n) S3(n), S4(n), S5(n) and
S6(n) respectively. Each of the test ECG signals has 1000
samples; 2N=1000. Each of the test ECG signals is
normalized such that the actual signal amplitude A and
normalized signal amplitude An are related by Eqns. (14) and
(15). Each of these test ECG signals is corrupted with an
electromyography (EMG) noise of Fig. 6 [32].
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α
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0

S1 (n)
Gain
(dB)
1.67
6.62
9.40
9.02
8.32
7.10
6.76
6.24
5.75

S2 (n)
Gain
(dB)
1.70
7.27
9.23
8.43
7.93
7.80
6.85
6.42
5.76

S3 (n)
Gain
(dB)
1.68
6.99
9.61
8.50
7.76
7.58
6.98
6.27
6.10

S4 (n)
Gain
(dB)
1.73
7.53
8.52
7.11
6.36
6.16
5.97
5.82
5.57

S5 (n)
Gain
(dB)
1.74
7.55
8.40
7.68
7.03
6.50
5.62
4.86
4.33

S6 (n)
Gain
(dB)
1.58
5.91
7.65
7.54
7.09
6.24
5.62
5.38
5.23

3.3 MGTSF Filtering Results at Optimum Tuning
Constant
The results obtained with MGTSF filtering at optimum tuning
constant (α = 0.4) for the six test signals are presented in
Table 2. The waveforms of the original test ECG signal,
corrupted ECG signal and the recovered ECG signal for two
of the test ECG signals are shown in Fig. 8. MGTSF filtering
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is found satisfactory for suppression of electromyography
(EMG) noise in ECG signal.

Table 2: MGTSF Filtering Results at Optimum Tuning
Constant (α = 0.4) for the six Test ECG Signals
Test
SNRc
SNRr
Gain
Signal
(dB)
(dB)
(dB)
S1(n)
33.10
42.50
9.40
S2(n)

32.99

42.22

9.23

S3(n)

33.30

42.91

9.61

S4(n)

33.28

41.79

8.52

S5(n)

33.24

41.64

8.40

S6 (n)

33.26

40.91

7.65

Fig. 7 Variation of Gain with Tuning Constant for the six
ECG test signals.

Fig. 8 MGTSF Filtering Results: waveforms of original, corrupted and recovered signals for two of the test ECG signals.
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3.4 Comparison of MGTSF with Existing Shrinkage
Functions
The results of MGTSF filtering with Optimum tuning
constant (α = 0.4) and the corresponding results obtained with
HTSF, STSF, HYTSF and GTSF are presented in Table 3 and
Fig. 9. The waveforms of the original test ECG signal,
corrupted ECG signal and the recovered ECG signal for one
of the test ECG signals for all the shrinkage functions are
displayed in Fig. 10. MGTSF is found to perform better than
the existing shrinkage functions as it yielded highest Gain for
all the test ECG signals.

Fig. 9 Comparison of MGTSF, HTSF, GTSF, HYTSF and
STSF Filtering Results for the six Test ECG Signals.

Fig. 10 Comparison of Shrinkage Functions: waveforms of original, corrupted and recovered signals for a test ECG signal.
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Table 3: MGTSF, HTSF, GTSF, HYTSF and STSF Filtering
Results for the six Test ECG Signals.
Gain (dB)
Test
MGTSF HTSF GTSF HYTSF STSF
Signals
S1(n)
S2(n)
S3(n)
S4(n)
S5(n)
S6(n)

9.40
9.23
9.61
8.52
8.40
7.65

6.88
6.29
6.45
6.07
4.52
5.55

5.75
5.76
6.10
5.57
4.33
5.23

4.86
5.36
5.84
5.34
4.22
5.05

2.72
3.14
4.65
2.13
3.11
3.96

[2]

[3]

Zubair,
A.R.
&
Eneh,
C.U.
(2018).
Electrocardiograph: A Portable Bedside Monitor
International Journal of Modern Research in
Engineering and Technology (IJMRET), vol. 3, no.
7, pp. 1-5.
Akwei-Sekyere, S. (2015). Powerline noise
elimination in biomedical signals via blind source
separation and wavelet analysis. PeerJ, 3, e1086.

[4]

Aqil, M., Jbari A., & Bourouhou A. (2017). ECG
Signal Denoising by Discrete Wavelet Transform.
International Journal of Online Engineering (iJOE),
vol. 13, no. 9, pp.51–68.

[5]

Singh, B. N., & Tiwari, A. K. (2006). Optimal
selection of wavelet basis function applied to ECG
signal denoising. Digital Signal Processing, vol. 16,
no. 3, pp. 275–287.

[6]

All shrinkage functions shrink detail coefficients which are
greater than the universal threshold towards zero except
HTSF. The shrinkage in STSF is related to the noise level σ (t
is proportional to σ) whereas the shrinkage in other functions
are related to noise variance σ2. Furthermore, the shrinkage in
STSF has big bias due to the shrinkage of large coefficients
which makes it much less sensitive to small changes in the
data. These accounts for STSF having the least Gain.

Paul, J. S., Reddy, M. R. & Kumar V. J. (2000). A
transform domain SVD filter for suppression of
muscle noise artefacts in exercise ECG’s. IEEE
Transactions on Biomedical Engineering, vol. 47, no.
5, pp. 654–663.

[7]

Ravandale, M. Y. V. & Jain, M. S. N. (2015).
Investigation of Effective De Noising Techniques for
ECG Signal. International Journal on Recent and
Innovation
Trends
in
Computing
and
Communication, vol. 3, no. 4, pp. 2261–2268.

IV. CONCLUSION

[8]

Alfaouri, M. & Daqrouq, K. (2008). ECG signal
denoising by wavelet transform thresholding.
American Journal of Applied Sciences, vol. 5, no. 3,
pp. 276–281.

[9]

Anand, V. S., Shah & Kumar, S. (2013).
Performance Analysis of Various Noise Cancellation
Methods. IJAREEIE, vol. 2, no. 5, pp. 1835–1842.

[10]

Chmelka, L. & Kozumplik, J. (2005). Waveletbased wiener filter for electrocardiogram signal
denoising. Computers in Cardiology, vol. 32, pp.
771–774.

[11]

Joy, J. & Manimegalai, P. (2013). Wavelet based
EMG artifact removal from ECG signal. J Eng Comp
& Appl Sci, vol. 2, pp. 55–58.

All shrinkage functions shrink detail coefficients which are
less than the universal threshold to zero. With tuning constant
α =0.4, the actual threshold in MGTSF is less than the
universal threshold. Therefore, MGTSF shrinks to zero less
number of detail coefficients; it accommodates more detail
coefficients. This accounts for MGTSF having the highest
Gain.

A Wavelet Transform based Modified Garrote Threshold
Shrinkage Function (MGTSF) has been formulated for ECG
signal de-noising which is essential for accurate analysis and
diagnosis of heart diseases. Furthermore, the universal
threshold has been optimized with tuning constant,
.
MGTSF is found to be effective for suppression of
Electromyography (EMG) Noise in ECG signal. MGTSF
yielded higher Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) and Gain
compared with existing threshold shrinking functions.
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ABSTRACT

In this technical note, the author pays glowing tribute to two distinguished scientists who play some tangible and
intangible roles in the berth and sustenance of African Journal of Computing & ICT, which was established in
2008 and it’s now in its 11th year. One of these scholars is Dr. John William McKee (1926-2009) who received his
Ph.D. degree in 1955 from the California Institute of Technology and taught for over 50 years at the Medical School
of the University of California, Los Angeles, USA. He retired as the Chief Scientist of McDonald Douglas, the wellknown aerospace manufacturing corporation. The second scholar is Dr. Charles Clifton Chancey (1955-2013),
fondly called ‘Cliff’, who received his Ph.D. degree in 1985 from Johns Hopkins University, USA. He was, until his
death, a Professor and Head, Department of Physics, University of Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls, Iowa, USA, a post
he occupied since 2001. While Dr. McKee contributed an invited paper to the maiden edition of this journal, Dr.
Chancey indirectly influenced the birth of this journal by offering this author an opportunity in 2001 to serve as a
pioneer Editor (Mathematics and Computer Science) and member of the Editorial Board of American Journal of
Undergraduate Research, of which he is still a member till date. Dr. Chancey served as the (pioneer) Editor-in-Chief
of the journal until his demise. This writer first came in contact with the two scientists during the 2001 Annual
Meeting and Research Forum of Sigma Xi, The Scientific Research Honor Society, Research Triangle Park,
Raleigh, North Carolina, USA.
Keywords: Dr. John. W. McKee, Dr. C. Clifton (‘Cliff) Chancey, University of California, University of Northern Iowa,
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Journal of Computing & ICT, ISSN 2006-1781. The
scholars are Dr. John William McKee (1926-2009) and
Dr. Charles Clifton (‘Cliff’) Chancey III (1955-2013).
This writer first came in contact with the duo in
November 2001 at different times during the Annual

I. INTRODUCTION

This piece is written in memory of two distinguished
scientists who played some significant direct and indirect
roles in the establishment and sustenance of African
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Meeting and Research Forum of the Sigma Xi, The
Scientific Research Honour Society, Research Triangle
Park, Raleigh, North Carolina, USA. The conference was
held at the Sheraton Capital Centre, Raleigh. I was elected
as an associate member of the society in 1991 and a full
member in 1998/2000. The society itself was established
in 1886.

edition of this journal. Hence, these tributes are also in
celebration of their 92nd and 63rd post-humous birthdays,
respectively. May their souls rest in perfect peace.
II. DR. JOHN W. McKEE (1926-2009)
This section is exclusively devoted to Dr. McKee, and it
describes this writer’s detailed association with him
during his life time. Highlights of his contribution to the
development of African Journal of Computing & ICT are
presented as well as his biodata.

I had the opportunity to attend the above conference by
courtesy of an all-expenses paid sponsorship provided by
Sigma Xi. This sponsorship covered my return flight
tickets, accommodation for four nights, feeding and daily
stipend, the latter of which was eventually not collected.
As at the time that I received the invitation for
sponsorship, I was a lecturer in mathematics at the Prep
Year Math Program, Department of Mathematical
Sciences, King Fahd University of Petroleum and
Minerals, Dhahran, Dammam Region, Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia. I assumed duty in the university on teaching
contract in late August 2001.

This writer’s relationship with Dr. McKee, although
extended beyond the 2001 conference, was based solely
on email correspondences. As a result of these
correspondences, he expressed delight that I visit him at
his home in Santa Barbara, California when next I come
to America. He offered to accommodate me in his home
and looked forward to introducing his family to me. He
sent his home address to me, promising to pick me up
once I arrive at the Santa Barbara airport. Unfortunately,
when I travelled to America in 2005, I couldn’t visit him
at home due to time limitation and circumstances, neither
was there any other opportunity to visit him at another
time. I succeeded in touring some American states by
road starting from Maryland on the eastern side, via the
famous Greyhound buses. However, I could not get as far
as California on the western side of USA, even though I
visited states like Ohio, New York, Chicago and Iowa.
Interesting places visited by me included the Statue of
Liberty (via a boat ride), World Trade Centre (the spot
where there was disaster on 11th September, 2001),
University of Maryland, College Park and the Maryland
Community Library.

During the 2001 Sigma Xi conference, I made a poster
presentation on a rather seemingly unusual theme with the
title ‘A Metaphysical Model of the General
Communication System’ [1], after the poster had earlier
been formally accepted for presentation. In the poster
presentation, this writer presented highlights of some of
his research findings/conjectures on the harmonization of
science, theology and philosophy. The report is part of an
independent eclectic work, of several years, on cosmic
issues, including thanatology/eschatology (study related
to cessation of life) and oneirology (study of dream-like
experiences) [2]. The presentation essentially involved the
use of physical models to describe metaphysical
phenomena. In my free period during the conference, I
visited the Raleigh Public Library for sightseeing and
consultation of references.

In 2006, Dr. McKee sent autographed complimentary
copies of his newly published book, entitled ‘New
Horizons in Science’ [4] to me. The 86-page book
presents a novel examination of the past with a projection
into the future vis-a-vis the viewpoints and challenges in
science and technology. A detailed review of this book
will appear in a later edition of this journal.

In addition, I delivered an invited paper on science and
engineering policy development in Nigeria. [3] The latter
invitation was based on my efforts in Nigeria some
months earlier as the Initiator and Chairman of the
Steering Committee of the Nigerian Working Group of
Sigma Xi.
Dr. John W. McKee and Dr. C. Clifton Chancey were two
of the distinguished conference participants who
appreciated my talks at the conference, especially the
poster presentation. My relationship with the duo however
extended beyond the conference. Interestingly, the two
scholars were born in the month of September, which
coincides with Volume 11, Number 3, September 2018
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Council. After his doctoral degree programme, Dr.
McKee taught at the Medical School of University of
California, Los Angeles. He also worked for General
Electric Company, HDR Sciences, the Boeing Company
and Los Alamos National Laboratory. He retired as the
Chief Scientist of McDonald Douglas, the well-known
aerospace manufacturing corporation. He held a private
pilot’s license and authored the book ‘New Horizons in
Science (From the Meaning of Spin o the Nature of
Consciousness). One of the tributes paid to Dr. McKee
can be found in [6].
III. DR. C. CLIFTON (‘CLIFF’) CHANCEY (19552013)

Figure 1: Signature of Dr. McKee on an autographed copy
of his book which was received in 2006

Unlike Dr John W. McKee, this writer’s interaction with
Dr Chancey after the November 2001 Sigma Xi
conference was relatively more frequent and consistent.
This is due to my membership of the Editorial Board of
American Journal of Undergraduate Research, which
began immediately after the conference. The genesis of
this is stated below.

Around the time of receiving the above complimentary
copies, this writer, in his capacity as Editor-in-Chief,
requested Dr. McKee to submit an invited paper, on any
topic of interest, to the maiden edition of African Journal
of Computing and ICT. He gladly obliged and contributed
a very relevant and beautiful masterpiece on the modality
for Nigeria to make its mark in the comity of nations via
electronic technology. The paper appeared in Volume 1,
Number 1 of this journal in 2008 [5]. In the paper, Dr.
McKee canvassed for strategic and optimal utilization of
the economic power of engineering, science and
technology for sustained economic revitalization, using
the American success story as reference. He
recommended what he called ‘five action plans’, namely:
(i) Investment in education;
(ii) Establishment of centers for technology
Management;
(iii) Setting up of small business incubators;
(iv) Review of state and federal government
regulation;
(v) Establishment of electronics enterprise institute.

In the course of our one-on-one discussion at the Sigma
Xi conference, Dr. Chancey expressed deep interest in my
presentations and requested for sample copies of my
publications. Fortunately, I had with me a few
publications, and so I brought them from my hotel room
and gave him. By the next day, he was palpably excited
and expressed keen interest in the publications. One of the
papers was on dynamical systems [7], and it presented a
necessary condition for qualitative stability of an ordinary
differential systems. Another was on coding theory
wherein a design of a coding system was presented [8].
Dr. Chancey thereafter invited me to join the Editorial
Board of the American Journal of Undergraduate
Research which was about to take off. I promptly gave
my consent and he later sent to me, in my work place in
Saudi Arabia, a formal letter of appointment as a pioneer
Editor (Mathematics and Computer Science) for the
journal, in his capacity as the Editor-in-Chief. I thus
became the first African, indeed the first foreign editor, of
the journal. The journal was published at the University of
Northern Iowa for about ten years from inception, but is
now published at the State University of New York,
Oswego.

Dr. John William McKee was born on 25th September,
1926 in Muscatine, Iowa. In 1944, he graduated from high
school and subsequently joined the U.S. Navy during the
Second World War until 1946. In 1947, he married Helen
Mosher McKee (1927-2015). He received a B.S. in
Physics and Electrical Engineering in 1949 from Iowa
State University, and was awarded a Ph.D. in Physics and
Biology at the California Institute of Technology
(CALTECH) in 1955. In between his B.S. and Ph.D.
programmes, Dr. McKee taught physics and worked at the
Ames Laboratory of the United States Atomic Energy
Commission (AEC). This laboratory is operated by Iowa
State University for U.S. Department of Energy. He was
also a Pre-doctoral Fellow of the National Research
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Back in Nigeria, I publicized the journal in some
departments of the University of Ibadan and other
Nigerian universities, including Obafemi Awolowo
University, Ile-Ife and Ladoke Akintola University of
Technology, Ogbomoso. Eventually, I communicated to
the Editor-in-Chief a paper submitted by an undergraduate
student of the Department of Computer Science,
University of Ibadan [10], after the paper had been
reviewed. Subsequently, I communicated other papers,
from within and outside Nigeria, for example [11], to the
journal, following successful review reports. In general,
papers by Nigeria-based authors have been published in
the journal on such academic fields as Computer Science,
Botany,
Mathematics
and
Electronics/Electrical
Engineering. A Nigerian undergraduate student of the
Ladoke Akintola University of Technology, Ogbomoso,
whose paper was published in the journal in 2003 [12],
has since obtained his doctoral degree in
Electronics/Electrical Engineering abroad. He is now a
faculty of a university in USA and a member of the
editorial board of American Journal of Undergraduate
Research. A Nigerian student of a university in North
Central Nigeria worked on an extension of [11] for his
M.Sc. degree project under my supervision. Apart from
the papers that I reviewed and/or communicated to the
journal, I also wrote two editorials at different times [13,
14].

Figure 2: Photograph of Dr. Charles Clifton (‘Cliff’)
Chancey III at work

My appointment to the editorial board of the journal was
reminiscent of my appointment around 1988, during my
undergraduate days, to the Editorial Board of the National
Association of Mathematics Students of Nigeria
(NAMSN), Obafemi Awolowo University (OAU), Ile-Ife,
Nigeria branch. The (executive council of the association)
proposed to establish a journal under the able mentorship
of our staff adviser Dr. (later Prof.) R. O. Ayeni (19482012), but the journal was eventually not published. Dr.
Ayeni received a Ph.D. degree in Applied Mathematics in
1979 from Cornell University, Ithaca, New York. My
nomination and approval to be a member of the board was
done during a congress of the association. Not long after,
I submitted a paper on my research on solar energy, as at
the time [9]. My amateur research at that time dwelt on
solar thermal process, including the design, construction
and performance evaluation of solar pond, solar cooker,
solar dryer, solar heater and solar oven. I was encouraged
in the independent research by my membership of the
Solar Energy Society of Nigeria (SESN), of which my
former teacher in another department of same university,
Eng. (Prof.) Nelson I. Ngoka was the Publicity Secretary.
I participated in the 1987 annual conference of the
society.

When I visited the USA in March/April 2005, Dr.
Chancey generously hosted me in his department. It is to
his credit that he provided office accommodation for me
in the Physics Building, during which I completed the
final draft of a paper, which has since been published
[15]. Both Dr. Chancey, in his individual capacity, and
his department/university were duly acknowledged in the
publication. Dr. Chancey voluntarily paid for my hotel
accommodation and feeding in Cedar Falls, Iowa, in
addition to showing me places of interest in the town and
the resulting lunch/dinner expenses. While leaving the
USA, he and a few of his students took me on a shopping
to the university’s bookshop and supermarket and
showered material gifts on me. I will forever remain
grateful for his outstanding hospitality. It is important to
also mention that he earlier encouraged me towards the
successful completion of my Ph.D. in Computer Science
degree programme in Nigeria [16]. This was a follow-up
to earlier project report submitted in 2002 for conversion
from M.Phil/Ph.D. to Ph.D. degree programme [17].

The first edition of the American Journal of
Undergraduate Research was eventually published in
2002, by which time I had returned to Nigeria. While in
Nigeria, based on our discussion, Dr Chancey sent
another letter wherein I was appointed as an Editorial
Assistant for the journal. However, due to some
inexplicable reasons, I couldn’t take up the offer.

Dr. C. Clifton (‘Cliff’) Chancey was born on 3rd
September, 1955 in Cincinnati, Ohio. He received a B.S.
degree (1977) from Miami University in Oxford, Ohio, as
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well as M.S. (1980) and Ph.D. (1985) degrees from The
Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland, USA, all
in Physics. Between 1985 and 1988, he was a postdoctoral
fellow at the Oxford University, England. He thereafter
held academic positions at Amherst College and Purdue
University-Calumet. In 1996, he was a Senior Visiting
Fellow at Oxford University, England. Between 2001 and
his transition in 2013, Dr. Chancey was a professor and
head of the Department of Physics, University of
Northern Iowa (UNI), Cedar Falls, Iowa, USA. Apart
from being a member of Sigma XI since 1990, he was
also member of the Mathematical Association of
America, Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics,
American Physical Society, Iowa Academy of Science,
American Association for the Advancement of Science,
American Association of Physics Teachers, Council on
Undergraduate Research and Biophysical Society. He was
a theoretical physicist whose research interests included
biophysical modelling and neuroscience, condensed
matter physics and geophysical modelling. He was Editor
of the Northwest Indiana Journal of Undergraduate
Research while at Purdue University-Calumet, and
became Editor-in-Chief of American Journal of
Undergraduate Research (AJUR) at UNI. At the time of
Dr. Chancey’s demise, AJUR was in its 11th year of
publication. Also at UNI, he was instrumental to the
establishment of the Professional Science Master (PSM)
degree programme and he was a member of the Board of
Directors of the National PSM Association. In addition,
he served Sigma Xi as the Director for Comprehensive
Colleges and Universities, among others. There is no
doubt that Dr Chancey, especially via AJUR, indirectly
influenced the establishment of African Journal of
Computing & ICT in June 2008.

earlier in Port-Harcourt in the present Rivers State
through the facilitation of the then Eastern Nigeria
Government.
The pioneer teachers of COMPRO were drawn from
lecturers of Harvard University, USA and other notable
institutions. In fact, the pioneer principal of the school,
Dr. John Sly, was an American. Students of the school
were taught effective use of the psychomotor domain
(skills), affective domain (attitudes) and cognitive domain
(knowledge). In the hey days of the school, the academic
departments included Technical Department, Science
Department, Arts Department and Commercial
Department, to which students were assigned, based on
their individual academic performance within the first two
years of admission.
In particular, the Technical Department comprised of the
Electronics section, Auto-mechanics section, Metal-work
section and Wood-work section. Among other notable
achievements, students of the Electronics section carried
out repair works on the school’s electronic gadgets,
including television sets, radios etc; those in the Automechanics section repaired vehicles etc. The workshops
of these sections had many high-tech equipment which
will compete with those in many present-day engineering
faculties of Nigerian Universities. As materials for
projects in year one and two, for instance, students were
given substantial pieces of metals to fabricate devices of
their choice in the metal and wood workshops. This
author fabricated a key holder in the metal workshop, and
due to his love for the cricket game, he fabricated a
cricket bat in the wood workshop.
As a rule, students who were graduating from the
Technical Department were enrolled for the City &
Guilds (C & G) of London Trade Test. Thus, a typical
student of this department normally received the C & G
certificate, in addition to the West African School
Certificate (WASC). Students of the Science Department
were exposed to modern microscopes in the laboratories.
This author was assigned to this department in Form 3.
Commercial students did practicals during the daily break
by manning the school’s supermarket i.e. they sold goods
to students and the entire school community. Distribution
of students to the respective departments was done at the
beginning of the third year by a professionally qualified
guidance counsellor, based on each student’s area of
comparative academic strength.

IV THE AUTHOR’S PREVIOUS EXPERIENCES
WITH THE AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM
In this section, the author’s experiences with the
American educational system as a student in the high
school and the University is presented.
4.1 EXPERIENCE AT THE HIGH SCHOOL
I was privileged to have attended one of the first two truly
comprehensive high schools to be established in Nigeria.
The school, Comprehensive High School, Ayetoro
(COMPRO), via Abeokuta, Ogun State, was founded in
1963 through a partnership of the then Western Nigeria
Regional Government with the United States Agency for
International Development (USAID) and the Ford
Foundation [18]. The other school was established a year

The school’s staff quarters were so expansive that every
willing staff was accommodated on campus. The
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buildings in the quarters comprised of duplexes,
bungalows (for senior staff and National Youth Corpers),
as well as one and two bedroom apartments.
4.2. EXPERIENCE AT THE UNIVERSITY
Apart from R. O. Ayeni mentioned in Section II, some
other American-trained scholars who were my teachers
and/or thesis supervisors at the undergraduate and/or
graduate levels include the following.
Bola O. Balogun, a professor of mathematics was an
excellent pure mathematics teacher. He received a first
degree from the University College, London (1963), and
then a Ph.D. degree from the University of California, Los
Angeles (1975), after an earlier master’s degree from the
latter university. Interestingly, the scholar taught me the
highest number of undergraduate courses, including Real
Analysis, Group Theory, Linear (Abstract) Algebra,
General Topology and Non-commutative Algebra.
Anthony Ayi Afuwape (1948 – 2016), a professor of
mathematics was my teacher at both undergraduate and
graduate level, in addition to being my M.Sc. thesis
supervisor in the area of differential equations [19]. He
initially graduated from the University of Ife/Obafemi
Awolowo University, Ile-Ife (OAU) in 1971 with a first
degree and subsequently received M.A from Duke
University, Durham, North Carolina (1974) and M.Sc.
degree from Rutgers University, New Jersey (1976). He
later obtained a Ph.D. degree from University of Ibadan
(1983).
Christopher Olutunde Imoru (1943-2007) was a professor
of mathematics who received a M.Sc. degree (1969) and a
Ph.D. degree (1972) from North-western University,
Evanton, Illinois. He received his B.Sc. degree from OAU
(1967), and was my teacher at both the undergraduate and
graduate levels.
With respect to my Ph.D. training programme in
Computer Science, I had the privilege to have been
supervised by Adenike O. Osofisan, a professor of
computer science, who obtained a master’s degree from
Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia (1979).
She later obtained a Ph.D. degree from OAU (1989) after
an earlier bachelor’s degree from the same university
(1976). This scholar also benefited from the American
training at the Comprehensive High School, Ayetoro
(described in Section 4.1), where she underwent her
Higher School Certificate programme (1968).

Last, but certainly not the least, among the scholars
described in the current section is Martins O. Ogedengbe
(1943-2013), a professor of civil engineering who taught
me a course at the undergraduate level in the 1982/83
academic session. The course was ‘Introduction to Civil
Engineering’. This scholar had his education from the
primary level to the higher school certificate level in
Nigeria. In 1968, he received B.Sc. degree from
University of Wisconsin, Madison, followed by an M.Sc
degree (1970) and Ph.D. degree (1972) from Iowa State
University.
V. INFERENCE FROM THE CONTRIBUTION OF
DR. MCKEE AND DR. CHANCEY TOWARDS THE
DEVELOPMENT OF NIGERIA
In this section, some of the lessons garnered from the life
and times of Dr. John W. McKee and Dr. C. Clifton
(‘Cliff’) Chancey are examined vis-a-vis Nigeria’s quest
for social, political, economic and technological/industrial
development. This is from the perspective of the
individual contributions of these scholars, as well as the
unique characteristics of the American system which
moulded them.
There is no doubt whatsoever that any country that
intends to leapfrog into non-trivial development must
invest heavily in education. This fact can easily be learnt
from developed nations such as USA, Japan, Britain etc.
It is no gain saying the fact that Nigeria has not
committed significant proportion of her wealth to
education. Although there are scores of universities,
research institutes and other higher institutions in the
country, there is need for more effective coordination of
the strategies, approaches and outputs from these
institutions.
It is interesting to note that Dr. McKee wrote his (last)
book at the age of 78. Nigerian scholars need to
continually share their wealth of experience and mentor
younger ones. One way of doing this through research is
to catch them young by encouraging undergraduate
students to undertake research that is qualitative and
relevant to the society. The mentors can then guide them
to prepare and submit resulting papers to such journals as
American Journal of Undergraduate Research. This will
be a breeding ground for higher qualitative research. In
this connection, a mechanism for discovering talents early
enough need to be put in place. Existing schools for gifted
students, such as the Suleja Academy, Abuja, FCT, do not
appear to be achieving the optimal output due to
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challenges in effective implementation of government
policies.
In addition, active short-range and long-range systemic
planning is important for sustainable development, as can
be seen from the American scientific culture. There is
growth but not development in Nigeria because there is no
genuine sustainable plan. Ad-hoc plans need to be the
exception and not the rule. Efforts need to be intensified
to eliminate bribery and corruption, or at least reduce it to
globally acceptable standard. Also, merit need to be
clearly emphasized with respect to workers’ promotion
and students’ admission. That is, no one needs to know an
influential person before he/she receives legitimate
benefits.
Furthermore, a lot still needs to be learnt from the
accommodating and result-focused spirit of the American
system. This will assist in uprooting religious intolerance,
ethnic jingoism, nepotism and other ills which stand on
Nigeria’s path to greatness.
Finally, America has a good network of roads for intra
states and inter states travellers. Nigeria need to adopt this
working system by constantly maintaining existing roads
and ultimately building a seamless and reliable road
network for social, economic and technological
transformation.
V. CONCLUSION
This technical note has examined the life and times of Dr.
John William McKee of Santa Barbara, California and Dr.
C. Clifton Chancey of Iowa, USA, especially as it relates
to the establishment of African Journal of Computing &
ICT, ISSN 2006-1781. The two distinguished scientists
made tangible moral and material contribution with
respect to the existence and sustenance of the journal.
Earlier tributes have been paid to them by several
individuals and organizations including [20, 21, 22, 23].
Adieu Dr. McKee! Adieu Dr. Chancey, fondly called
Cliff! .
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